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A Banach space X which is a subspace of the dual of a Banach space Y is said to 
be weak*-Polish proviced X is separable and the closed unit bail of X is Polish in 
the weak*-topology. X is said to be Polish provided it is weak*-Polish when regar- 
ded as a subspace of ,I’**. A variety of structural results arc obtained for Banach 
spaces with the Point of Continuity Property (PCP), using the unifying concept of 
weak*-Polish Banach spaces. It is proved that every weak*-Polish Banach space 
contains an (infinite-dimensional) weak*-closed subspace. This yields the result of 
Edgar-Wheeler that every Polish Banach space has a reflexive subspace. It also 
yields the result of Ghoussoub-Maurey that every Banach space with the PCP has 
a subspace isomorphic to a separable dual, in virtue of the following known result 
linking the PCP and weak*-Polish Banach spaces: A separable Banach space has 
the PCP if (Edgar-Wheeler) and only if (GhoussoubMaurey) it is isometric to a 
weak*-Polish subspace of the dual of some separable Banach space. (For com- 
pleteness, a proof of this result is also given.) It is proved that if X and Y are 
Banach spaces with Xc Y*, then X is weak*-Polish if and only if X has a weak*- 
continuous boundedly complete skipped-blocking decomposition. Combined with 
the above-mentioned linkage, this characterization of weak*-Polish Banach spaces 
gives the known result that a separable Banach space has the PCP if (Bourgain 
Rosenthal) and only if (Ghoussoub-Maurey) it has the boundedly complete skip- 
ped-blocking property. (The proof of the characterization is a variation of the 
original arguments for this result.) The characterization also yields that a Banach 
space is Polish if and only if it has the reflexive skipped-blocking property. It is 
moreover demonstrated that a Banach space has the PCP provided it has the 
PC-skipped-blocking property. In particular, this yields an exposition of the result 
of Bourgain that a space has the PCP provided each of its subspaces with an FDD 
has the PCP. It is proved that the PCP is a three-space property, thus completing 
the solution to a problem posed by Edgar-Wheeler; that is, if Y and X are Banach 
spaces with Y c X, then X has the PCP provided both Y and X/Y have the PCP. It 
is also shown that a Banach space X has a separable dual provided it has the dual- 
separable skipped-blocking property. The proof yields the dividend that X* is 
separable provided Lx,]* is separable for every basic sequence (x,) in X. (‘ 19RS 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a given (real or complex) Banach space. Following Edgar- 
Wheeler [S], we say that Xis Polish provided B,(X) (the closed unit ball of 
X) is Polish in the weak topology. (Recall that a topological space is said 
to be Polish provided it is homeomorphic to a separable complete metric 
space.) It follows easly from classical topology that any closed bounded 
subset K of a Polish X is Polish in the weak topology, and hence any sub- 
space of a Polish Banach space is also Polish, as noted in [S]. 
(Throughout, “subspace” means “closed linear submanifold.“) It also 
follows from elementary functional analysis that if X is Polish, X* and 
hence X are separable. If X is a subspace of B* for some Banach space B, 
we say that X is weak*-Polish if X is separable and B,(X) is Polish in the 
weak* (i.e., B-) topology. Again, it follows that any subspace of X is 
weak*-Polish provided X is itself a weak*-Polish subspace of B*. Evidently 
X is Polish if and only if X is a weak*-Polish subspace of X**. 
(Throughout, every Banach space is regarded as a subspace of its double 
dual. ) 
X is said to have the PCP if every non-empty closed bounded subset K 
of X admits a point of continuity k from the weak to norm topologies on 
K. (This concept was introduced by J. Bourgain and the author in [4].) 
Any space with the Radon-Nikodym Property (RNP) has the PCP; in 
particular, separable dual Banach spaces have this property. If X is a sub- 
space of B* for some Banach space B, we say that X has the weak*-PCP 
if every non-empty closed bounded subset K of X admits a point of 
continuity k from the weak* to norm topologies on K. 
Remarkable structural theorems for Polish Banach spaces were obtained 
by Edgar-Wheeler [S], and subsequently for Banach spaces with the PCP 
by GhoussoubMaurey in [7]. It is our point of view that these theorems 
are most naturally derived by developing the properties of weak*-Polish 
subspaces and weak*-PCP subspaces of dual Banach spaces. (There are 
elegant characterizations of the RNP obtained in [7] and [S], including 
characterizations of both the RNP and PCP in terms of special kinds of 
G,-embeddings. Although some of these may also be developed from the 
properties of weak*-Polish spaces, we do not do so here.) 
We now list four theorems which particularly motivate our work. One of 
our main objectives here is to give a self-contained exposition of these 
theorems from the perspective of the unifying concept of weak*-Polish 
Banach spaces. (In the following discussion, all Banach spaces and sub- 
spaces shall be taken to be infinite-dimensional.) 
THEOREM 1.1. Every Polish Banach space contains a rejlexive subspace. 
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Every Banach space with the PCP contains a separable subspace isometric to 
a dual Banach space. 
The first assertion is due to Edgar-Wheeler [53, the second to 
GhoussoubMaurey [7]. Although the first can be deduced from the 
second, we present a proof more in the spirit of the first, by showing that 
every weak*-Polish Banach space contains a weak*-closed subspace (see 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.10(b)). We wish to note the remarkable character of 
the second assertion: the PCP is obviously an isomorphic property, yet one 
has an isometric assertion. For example, many separable dual Banach 
spaces can be renormed to be far from any separable dual, yet such renor- 
med spaces always isometrically contain separable dual subspaces, 
according to Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be given. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(1 ) X is Polish. 
(2) X is separable and B,(X) is a weak*-Gd subset of B,(X**). 
(3) X* is separable and X has the PCP. 
(4) X has the reflexive skipped-blocking property. 
The equivalences of (l), (2), and (3) are due to Edgar-Wheeler; the 
remaining equivalence, newly formulated here, follows from the work in 
[4, 5, 73. (Skipped-blocking properties are defined and developed in Sec- 
tion 3; they were originally introduced in [4]). 
The next result, Theorem 1.3, gives several non-trivial equivalences to 
the PCP, including the fundamental linkage with weak*-Polish Banach 
spaces obtained in assertion (3) of 1.3. (This assertion may also be replaced 
by the stronger one: X is isometric to an isometrically norming weak*-Polish 
subspace of the dual of a separable Banach space.) 
THEOREM 1.3. Let X be separable. The following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(1) X has the PCP. 
(2) B,X**- B,X is a countable union of differences of weak+-com- 
pact sets. 
(3) X is isometric to a weak*-Polish subspace of a dual Banach space. 
(4) X has the boundedly complete skipped-blocking property. 
(5) X has the PC skipped-blocking property. 
(3) + (1) o (2) are due to Edgar-Wheeler [S]; (4) + (1 j to Bourgain- 
Rosenthal [4]; (1) 2 (3) and (1) * (4) to GhoussoubMaurey [7]; the 
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remaining implication (5) + (1) extends the result of Bourgain that if X 
fails the PCP, it has a subspace with an FDD which fails the PCP. (We 
sketch a separate simpler proof of this special consequence at the end of 
Section 4.) Moreover, it shows that the RNP skipped-blocking property 
implies the PCP. 
Remark. The above-mentioned result of Bourgain was announced in 
[4] and proved explicitly in [3], An earlier version of this paper was writ- 
ten without a careful consideration of the contents of [3]. Such a con- 
sideration subsequently revealed that the proof of (5) => (1) given below is 
similar to the discussion in [3]; in particular, the result formulated as 
Lemma 4.5 is obtained in Lemme 5.5 of [3]. 
The last of our four theorems completes the solution to the problem, 
posed by Edgar-Wheeler in [5], of whether the PCP is a “three-sapce” 
property. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let Y be a subspace of X. If Y and XI Y both have the 
PCP, so does 22. 
Of course 1.4 easily yields that if Y c X and Y and X/Y are both Polish, 
so is X. This result and other special cases of 1.4 were obtained in [S]. The 
following unpublished result of J. Bourgain was stated without proof in 
[7]: if Y c X and Y and X/Y have the bounded/y complete SBP, so does X. 
As noted in [7], the separable case of 1.4 follows from this result of 
Bourgain’s combined with the equivalence of assertions (3) and (1) in 
Theorem 1.3. We prove 1.4 by first reducing to the separable case in 
Lemma 3.4. We then prove directly that the conclusion of 1.4 holds assum- 
ing that Y has the boundedly complete SBP and X/Y has the PCP. This 
yields 1.4 in virtue of the result of GhoussoubMaurey formulated above as 
(1) + (4) of Theorem 1.3. 
We now indicate the organization of this work. We define the weak 
(resp. weak*-) PCP for bounded subsets of a Banach space (resp. dual 
Banach space) in Section 2, and develop several fundamental equivalences 
for the structure of such sets in Theorem 2.4. These local results have strik- 
ing global consequences which are used throughout. For example, we 
obtain the following result: Let X and B be given Banach spaces with X a 
separable norming subspace of B *. Then X is weak*-Polish if and only $ it 
has the weak*-PCP. Moreover if X is weak*-Polish, B is separable. (This is 
a consequence of Corollary 2.6; see the second remark following its proof.) 
The results of Section 2 yield the equivalences (1) o (2) o (3) of Theorems 
1.2 and 1.3. Section 2 is in a sense, a review of known theorems, from a 
different perspective. 
In Section 3 we recall the concepts of skipped-blocking property and 
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skipped-blocking decomposition, introduced in [4]. Theorem 3.10 has the 
following consequence. Let X and Y be separable Banach spaces with X a 
subspace of Y*. Then X is weak*-Polish if and only if X has a weak*-con- 
tinuous boundedly-complete skipped-blocking decomposition. By virtue of the 
PCP-equivalence mentioned just before the statement of 1.3, this result 
easily yields (1) o (4) of Theorem 1.3 and implication (1) * (4) of 
Theorem 1.2 (see Corollary 3.13); it also implies Theorem 1.1. (The result 
itself can be easily deduced from known arguments. The “if’ part follows 
using a simple variation of the proof for (4) =z= (1) of Theorem 1.3 given in 
[4] and the known result mentioned in the previous paragraph. The “only 
if” part follows from the proof of (a) * (b) of Theorem II. 1 of [7]. Also the 
proof we give (via Theorem 3.10) is a variation of the arguments in [4] 
and [7].) Theorem 3.10 implies the first result proved in Section 3, namely 
the fact that every weak*-Polish space contains a weak*-closed subspace 
(Theorem 3.1). However, we choose to present 3.1 first, because its proof 
does not require the heavier apparatus of skipped-blocking decom- 
positions. Indeed, we demonstrate this using weak*-basic sequences, as 
introduced in [ll]. Thus we prove 3.1 by demonstrating that every weak*- 
Polish subspace of the dual of a separable space contains a boundedly 
complete weak*-basic sequence (this also follows from 3.10, of course). 
This implies the result of Johnson-Rosenthal [ll]; every subspace of a 
separable-dual contains a boundedly complete weak* basic sequence. We 
also give a simple direct proof of the latter, without using the theory of 
weak*-Polish spaces, in Theorem 3.5. The “three-space” result Theorem 1.4 
is obtained via Lemma 3.14 and Theorem 3.15. An elementary result, 
Lemma 3.16, proves very useful in the demonstration. We conclude Sec- 
tion 3 with a brief discussion of the James tree JT and its predual X = JT, 
We sketch a proof of the result of Edgar-Wheeler [S] that X is Polish, and 
also deduce their theorem that X** = JT* has the PCP. Several years ago 
the author raised the question: If B is a given Banach space and B* has the 
PCP, does B* have the RNP? Of course B = JT is thus a counter-example. 
However, known results imply that B* has the RNP if and only if B* has 
the weak*-PCP. 
Section 4 is devoted to two theorems. The first, 4.1, yields that a Banach 
space X has the dual-separable skipped-blocking property if and only if X* 
is separable. This also easily yields the completion of Theorem 1.2, i.e., the 
implication (4) * (1). The second, 4.2, asserts that a Banach space with the 
PC skipped-blocking property has the PCP. In reality, both results are 
established by obtaining invariants for separable spaces X where X* is non- 
separable (for 4.1) or where X fails the PCP (for 4.2). It is proved that if 
(G,) is a decomposition for X (as defined in Section 3 after Lemma 3.7), 
then there is a skipped-blocking (F,) of (G,) so that [F,]* is non-separable 
in case X* is non-separable, or so that [F,] fails the PCP in case X does. 
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In both results, a rather delicate obstacle must be overcome. The properties 
are infinite in nature, yet one is obliged to obtain them by a construction 
involving finite operations at each stage. Some of the tools for overcoming 
these obstacles are formulated in Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, and the “bubble 
lemma,” Lemma 4.6. 
Most of the results obtained in this work were presented in a topics 
course at The University of Texas at Austin in the fall of 1985. The author 
wishes to thank the faculty and students who participated in this course for 
their kind attention and useful comments, and in particular, for their con- 
siderable patience in listening to several uncrystallized formulations of the 
results presented here. 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF WEAK*-POLISH SETS 
Let A be a bounded subset of a dual Banach space B*. We say that A 
has the weak*-PCP provided every non-empty relatively norm-closed subset 
of A has a weak*-PC; i.e., a point x in A that is a point of continuity from 
the weak*-to-norm-topologies on A. (Thus if X is a subspace of B*, X has 
the weak*-PCP provided B,(X) does, where B,(X) = {xEX: IJxIJ 6 1 }.) 
Finally, if A is a bounded non-empty subset of the Banach space X, we say 
that A has the PCP provided A has the weak*-PCP, regarding A c X**. 
(Evidently if A c B* has the weak*-PCP, A has the PCP.) We develop 
here the structure of weak*-Polish sets and sets with the weak*-PCP; these 
“local” theorems yield the equivalences (1) o (2)o (3) of Theorems 1.2 
and 1.3. We wish first to review some standard topological definitions and 
facts (cf. [6]). 
Let X be a topological space and F be a subset of X. Recall the following 
terminology: F is nowhere dense if F has void interior; F is of first category 
(in X) if F is a countable union of nowhere dense sets; F is of second 
category if F is not of first category; F is residual if the complement of F is 
of first category. X is said to be a Baire space provided every first category 
subset of X has void interior. We first record some simple standard 
permanence properties of Baire spaces; the elementary proofs are left to the 
reader. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be a Hausdorff space. The following assertions 
are equivalent. 
(1) X is a Baire space. 
(2) VP,, F*,... are closed nowhere dense subsets of X, then IJ,: , F, 
has void interior. 
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(3) If F,, F,,... are closed subsets qf X with X = I.-,%:, F,, then 
Up”= 1 Int F, is dense in X. 
(4) Every non-empty open subset of X is of second category in itself: 
(5) UC,, G,,... are dense open subsets of X then n,==, G, is dense in X. 
Recall that an F, is a set which equals a countable union of closed sets; a 
G,) is a set which equals a countable intersection of open sets. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X be a Hausdorff space. 
(a) Suppose G c Y c X, G is a dense G,-subset of X and X is a Baire 
space. Then Y is a Baire space. 
(b) If every closed subset of X is of second category in itself then X is 
a Baire space. 
(The Baire category theorem thus yields that if X is a Gii subset of a 
compact Hausdorff space, then X is a Baire space.) 
The next classical result lies considerably deeper; it yields a variety of 
equivalences for a space to be Polish (cf. [6]). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a metrizable topological space. The ,following 
assertions are equivalent. 
(1) X is homeomorphic to a complete metric space. 
(2) X is homeomorphic to a G&-subset qf some complete metric space. 
(3) If Y is a subset of a metric space M and Y is homeomorphic to X, 
then Y is a G, in M. 
(4) X is homeomorphic to a G6 subset of some compact Hausdorff 
space. 
(5) If Y is a dense subset of a compact Hausdorff space Sz and Y is 
homeomorphic to X, then Y is a G, in Sz. 
Remark. Suppose that A is a norm-separable bounded weak*-Polish 
subset of a dual Banach space B*, and L is a relatively norm-closed subset 
of A. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that then L is also weak*-Polish. Indeed, 
since [A] is norm-separable, we may choose closed balls B, , B,,... in B* so 
that A -L = IJ,? , B,n A. It follows since the B,‘s are weak*-compact, that 
A - L is an F,-subset of A, hence L is a (relative) weak* G,-subset of A, 
and so L is also weak*-Polish. We thus obtain the comment in the 
introduction that if X is a weak*-Polish subspace of B*, every subspace of 
X is also weak*-Polish. 
Before proceeding to the main result of this section, we introduce 
notations in effect throughout the remainder of this paper. Let A be a sub- 
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set of a Banach space X; A denotes the norm closure of A; A” the weak 
closure of A; and A” the weak*-closure of A in X**. If X= B* for some 
Banach space B, A* denotes the weak*-closure of A (i.e., the closure of A 
in the topology of point-wise convergence on B). [A] denotes the closed 
linear span of A. If A = {xi: j = 1,2,... } f or some sequence (xi) of elements 
of X (resp. A = lJ,c i Xj for some sequence of subspaces (Xi) of X), we also 
denote [A] by [xi] (resp. LX,]); “operator” means “bounded linear map,” 
“projection” means an operator that is idempotent. An operator T: X-+ Y 
between Banach spaces X and Y is called an isomorphism if there is a 6 > 0 
so that 11 Txll 2 6 llxll for all x E X (which is the same, by the open mapping 
theorem, as assuming T is one-one with closed range). We are now 
prepared for the statement of the main structure result of this section. 
(Parenthetical statements with numbers preceding are interpreted as 
separate assertions. For example, the statement “5. Every norm-closed (Sa. 
relatively weak*-closed) subset...” really means two statements; “5. Every 
norm-closed subset...” and “5a. Every relatively weak*-closed subset...“.) 
THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a given Banach space and K a norm-separable 
norm-closed bounded subset of X *. The following assertions are equivalent. 
(1) K has the weak*-PCP. 
(2) Every non-empty relatively weak*-closed subset L of K has a 
weak*-PC (with respect o the weak* and norm topologies on L). 
(3) Every (3(a). norm-closed) (3(b). relatively weak*-closed) non- 
empty subset L of K has a non-empty relatively weak*-open subset of 
arbitrarily small diameter. (That is, given E > 0, there is a weak*-open set U 
in X* with UnL#X and diam(UnL)=sup{Ilx,-x,11: xi~UnL, 
i= 1,2} <s). 
(4) For a norm-closed subset L of K, let Lo = {xe L: x is a weak*-PC 
of L}. Then for every non-empty such L, L, is a weak*-dense G&-subset of 
E* (and also L, = (x E I*: x is a weak*-PC of I}. 
(5) Every norm-closed (5(a). relatively weak*-closed) subset L of K is 
of second category in E* in its weak*-topology. 
(6) Every norm-closed (6(a). relatively weak*-closed) subset L of K is 
weak *-Baire. 
(7) R* N K is a countable union of differences of weak*-compact sets. 
(8) There exists a separable Banach space Y and an into isometry 
(8(a). operator) T: Y + X so that T*(K) is a weak*-Polish subset of Y* and 
T* 1 [K] is an into-isometry (8(a). into-isomorphism). 
Before passing to the proof, we wish to make several remarks and draw 
some easy consequences of this result. (Throughout, “isometry” or 
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“isomorphism” refers to a linear isometry or isomorphism. For a set K, 
[K] denotes the norm-closed linear span of K. ) 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let B be a given Banach space and K a norm-closed 
bounded subset of B. Then replacing the weak topology by the weak*- 
topology where appropriate, all the assertions of 1.4 remain equivalent (where 
(7) and (8) are modified to hold for all separable closed subsets of K, plus a 
9th assertion: every separable closed subset of K has the PCP. 
Thus 1 of 2.4 becomes “K has the PCP”; we replace R* by K, and t* by 
I?: “weak*” is replaced by “weak” in (2), (3), (5), (6) and the first sentence 
of (4). (8) is more conveniently modified by 2.5 (8): For all separable 
closed subsets K’ of K, there exists a separable Banach space Y and an into- 
isometry (8(a)-isomorphism) S: [K’] -+ Y* so that S(K’) is a weak*-Polish 
subset of Y*. (In this case, Y can be chosen to be a subspace of [I?]*.) 
The corollary follows immediately from 2.4 upon setting X= B* and 
regarding B c B* *; except for the 9th assertion. The Equivalence of (1) and 
(9) is stated in [4]. For the sake of completeness, we give the proof, which 
uses an old theorem of Kaplansky: if A is a subset of B and x E Am, there is 
a countable subset A, of A with x E 2;. (We shall give a quantitative self- 
contained proof of this in Section 4; see Lemma 4.5 and the comments 
thereafter.) Now suppose K fails the PCP. We shall exhibit a norm- 
separable closed subset of K which fails the PCP. By Corollary 2.5, asser- 
tion (3), we may choose a non-empty subset of A of K and a 6 > 0 so that 
diam L > 6 for every non-empty relatively weakly open subset L of A. It 
then follows that 
every a in A is in the weak closure of the set cf all x in A with 
(Ix - al( > d/2. (1) 
Hence we obtain by the above theorem of Kaplansky that 
for every a in A, there exists a countable subset A, of A so that 
aEA,W and 11x--all >6/2 for all XEA,. (2) 
Now fix a, in A and let A, = {aO} u A,. Suppose a countable subset A, 
of A has been chosen; let 
A fl+1 =A,u u A,. (3) 
“GA, 
This completes the inductive construction of the A,‘s; now let 
L = u,“=, A,,; then evidently L is countable. We claim L fails the PCP (in 
fact, z has no PC). Indeed, suppose U is a non-empty relatively weakly 
open subset of L. Choose then n and a E A, n V. Since a E A$ by (2), there 
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exists an XEA, n U. Thus XE L n U by (3) and J/x- a/( > 6/2 by (2), so 
condition 3 is violated for E and hence L fails the PCP. 
Most of the equivalences (l)-(7) are found in [S] for the PCP itself; the 
equivalence of (1) and (3) in the global PCP-setting is found in [4]; (we 
shall see in the sequel that (1) o (3) is one of the most useful parts of 
Theorem 2.4). The remarkable equivalence of 1 and 8 (for the PCP) is 
obtained in [7]. Assertion (8) of Theorem 2.4 may be phrased intrinsically 
as follows: there exists a separable subspace Y of X so that Y isometrically 
norms [K] and K is Polish in the Y-topology (i.e., the topology of point- 
wise convergence on Y). It follows from the other equivalences that then 
automatically K is Polish in the Z-topology for any separable subspace 
Z=, Y (and also S(K) has the weak*-PCP, where S: X* + Z* is the natural 
restriction map). 
Our next result gives precise equivalences for a convex symmetric set to 
be weak*-Polish. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let X be a given Banach space and K be a norm-closed 
norm-separable convex symmetric subset of X*. The following assertions are 
equivalent. 
( 1) K is weak *- Polish. 
(2) K is a weak*-G, subset of R*. 
(3) R* is weak*-metrizable and K has the weak*-PCP. 
Corollaries 2.5 and 2.6 yield the equivalences (1) o (2) o (3) of 
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Indeed, to obtain the equivalences in Theorem 1.2, 
suppose B is given and K = B,(B) regarded as a subset of B**. Then by 
definition B is Polish if and only if K is weak*-Polish. Since B* is separable 
if and only if K=K* is weak*-metrizable, (1)o (2)o (3) of 1.2 follows 
immediately from 2.6. (1) o (2) o (3) of 1.3 follows from the equivalences 
(1) o (7)o (8) of Corollary 2.5. (It is also worth pointing out that if X is 
separable with the PCP, there exists a separable Banach space Y and an 
isometrically-norming weak*-Polish subspace X’ of Y* with x’ isometric to 
X. This follows from our treatment of Theorem 2.4; it is due to 
GhoussoubMaurey [7].) 
Proof of 2.6. Suppose first that K is just assumed norm-closed and 
norm-separable. Then (1) + (2) follows immediately from Theorem 2.3, 
assertion (5). (3) =E. (1) follows from Theorem 2.3, assertion (2), and 
Theorem 2.4, assertion (7). Indeed, since R* is weak*-metrizable, a dif- 
ference of two weak*-compact subsets is a weak*-F,; hence we obtain by 7 
of 2.4 that R* N K is a weak*-F,, so K is a weak*-G, subset of K* and is 
hence weak*-Polish by 2.3. Now assume that (2) holds. Then trivially (7) 
of 2.4 holds, so by 2.4, K has the weak*-PCP. To obtain 2 2 3, i.e., that R* 
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is in fact weak*-metrizable, we now assume in addition that K is convex 
symmetric, and give an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1 of [S]. 
Thus to obtain that R* is weak*-metrizable, it sufftces to exhibit a coun- 
table set of weak*-continuous functions separating the points of R*. Since 
K is norm-separable, we may choose a countable subset L of X separating 
K- {O} from 0 (i.e., for all ke K, k # 0, there is an 1 EL; k(l) #O). Next 
choose weak*-open subsets U,, U,,... of X* so that 
K= fi U,,n RR*. (4) 
n= I 
For each n, choose F,, a finite subset of X and E, > 0 so that 
(here ui,, Fn, E, = {x*EX*: Ix*(f)/<&, for all fcF,,}. Now set D= 
L u u,“= , F,,. We claim that D separates the points of R*. Suppose not; let 
then k, k’ be members of R* with k # k’ and k(d) = k’(d) for all dc D. Then 
y = (k - k’)/2 belongs to R* and y # 0, yet 
y(d) = 0 for all dE D. (6) 
In particular, y E Uo, F,, G, for all n, hence yE n;= I U, by (5), so ye K by 
(4). But then there is an 1~ L with y(l) # 0, contradicting (6), since L c D. 
Thus D separates the points of R*; since the elements of D may be 
regarded as weak*-continuous functions in R*, the proof is complete. 
Remarks. (1) Supp ose K is just assumed norm-separable and norm- 
closed. It follows from [l, p. 371 (as cited in [IS]) that the implication 
(2) + (1) still holds. (2) * (3) is, however, false in this generality. Let K 
equal the unit-vector-basis of I’; then K is a weak*-open subset of R, which 
is certainly not metrizable, being homeomorphic to the Stone-C&h com- 
pactification of the integers. Moreover, if we let K’ equal the closed convex 
hull of K (i.e., K’ = { f~ I’: 0 <f and ilf I/ = 1 f ), then the weak and norm 
topologies coincide on k. Hence K’ is a weakly Polish convex set such that 
ff is not weak*-metrizable, so (2) * (3) fails for convex non-symmetric 
sets also. 
(2) Suppose Y is a Banach space and X is a norming subspace of Y*, 
i.e., there is a I < 00 so that (lyll <I sup{ I(x(y))I: XE: B,(X)} for all YE Y. 
Then Corollary 2.6 yields that Y is separable if X is weak*-Polish. Indeed, 
we obtain that (B,X)* is weak*-metrizable; since X is norming, (B,X)* 
contains a multiple of B,( Y*), hence Y is separable. Thus weak*-Polish 
spaces are most naturally “presented” as subspaces of the duals of 
separable spaces. 
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We now pass to the proof of Theorem 2.4. Implication (1) + (7) lies 
considerably below the surface. Most of the other implications are simple 
consequences of the topological facts previously assembled. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. (1) + (2) This is trivial. 
(2) + (3) Let x E J?* be a o*-PC of E*. Let E > 0 and U a weak*-open 
set containing x so that if y E U n L *, then Jly -XII < a/3. Then U n L is 
non-empty and diam U n L Q diam U n L* < 2~13 < E. 
(3) + (3)(a) =z- (3)(b) are all trivial; (3)(b) * (3) is also essentially trivial. 
For if L c K is non-empty, E > 0, and U is weak*-open with U n E* # 0 
and diam U n I* K E, then U n L # 0 too, and trivially diam U n L < E. To 
see (3) 3 (4) assume L # 0; we first show that L, is relatively weak*-dense 
in L; it follows trivially that L, is weak*-dense in I*. Fix U a relatively- 
weak*-open non-empty subset of L and set U,, = U. Suppose n > 0 and that 
U,, a relatively weak*-open non-empty subset of L has been chosen. By (3), 
we may choose V, a non-empty relatively weak*-open subset of U, with 
diam V, < l/(n + 1). Since U, is open relative to L in its weak*-topology, 
so is V,. By regulary of this topology, we may choose U, + 1 relatively 
weak *-open in L, with 0 # U,, + , and a,*, 1 n L c V,. This completes the 
inductive construction. We thus have, since L is norm closed, 
~fl,lCU, and 
1 
diam On+l <- 
n+l 
for all n 2 0. (7) 
By (7) and the completeness of L in its norm topology, we may choose 
XE ; u,= fy a,. 
n=O ?I=1 
It follows that XE U and x is a weak*-PC for L, hence Lo is weak*-dense 
in L. We next verify the equality asserted in (4). Suppose first x E Lo, E > 0, 
and U is weak*-open in X* with x E U and 11 y - xJ( <E for all y E L n U. 
But then if y E L* n U, choose a net (y,) in L with y, + y weak*. For c1 
sufftciently large, we must have that y, E U and hence II y, - XII GE. Thus 
11 y - x/I < l& /I y, - x1) < E, proving x is a weak*-PC of t*. Next suppose 
x is a weak*-PC of L*. Choose (x,) a net in L with x, + x weak*. Since x 
is a weak *-PC, x, + x in norm. Since L is norm-closed, x E L; it follows 
trivially that x is a weak*-PC relative to L. Finally, we use the equality to 
establish that Lo is a weak*-G,. For E > 0, let U, = {x E E*: there exists a 
weak*-open neighborhood V of x with diam Vn J?* <E). It is evident that 
17, is a relatively weak*-open subset of E* and Lo = n,“F, U,,, in view of 
the equality assertion in (4); thus (4) is established. The statement of (4) 
implies Lo is non-empty if L is, and hence we have (4) =z. (1) trivially. 
(4) =z- (5) is trivial since Lo c L c L* and Lo is weak*-residual in I* by 
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(4) and E* being weak*-compact, is of second category in itself by the 
Baire category theorem. 
(5)=~- (6) and (5)(a)+ (6)(a) by Proposition 2, 2(b). Indeed, 5 implies 
that every norm-closed subset of K is of weak*-second category in itself, 
hence is weak*-Baire by 2.2(b), and similarly for (6)(a). Since (6) => (6)(a) 
and (5) + (5)(a) are trivial implications, to complete the proof of the 
equivalences (l)-(6), it suffices to show that (6)(a) * (1); or rather that 
(6)(a) A (3)(b) (since we have established the equivalence of (l)-(4)). Let 
L be a non-empty relatively weak*-closed subset of K and E > 0. Since K is 
norm-separable, we may choose closed balls B,, B,, . . . in X* so that 
L = U,“= 1 (Bj n L) and diam Bj < E for all j. Then B, n L is a relatively 
weak*-closed subset of L for all j; hence since L is weak*-Baire, there 
exists a j with Bin L having non-empty weak*-interior U. Thus U is a 
relatively weak*-open non-empty subset of L with diam U < E, so (3)(b) is 
established. 
We treat next the equivalence of (7) with the preceding statements. We 
shall first show: (7) * (5)(a). Suppose L is a relatively weak*-closed subset 
of K. We must show that L is of second category in L*; in fact we shall 
show that L is residual in L*. We first need the following simple fact about 
differences of closed sets. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let 0 be a compact Hausdorff space and W a difference of 
closed subsets of 0. 
(a) If W has void interior, there exist closed subsets E and F of Q with 
E 3 F, F nowhere dense, and W = E - F. 
(b) If C is a closed subset of Q, CA W is a difference of closed sub- 
sets. 
Proof. By definition we may choose closed subsets B and A of 51 with 
W = A w B. By replacing B by A n B, we may assume that B t A. Now 
assume Int W = a. Let U = Int A. Then U c B. Indeed, U - B = 
(A N B) n U is open and a subset of W, hence is empty. Now let E = A - U 
and F = B n E. This proves (a). 
To see(b), note that WnC=(A-B)nC=(AnC)-(BnC). 
Now, assuming (7) holds, choose W,, W,, . . . differences of weak*-com- 
pact sets so that 
We then have that 
P-K= (j w,. (8) 
,=I 
E*-L= { (W,nL*). (9) 
J=I 
580/76,2-4 
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Indeed, since L is relatively weak*-closed in K, Z* n K = L. Thus if 
XEL* -L, XEP -K, and hence by (8), x E (Jy=, W,n L*. If 
xEU,?T?~ W,nL -*, then x $ K by Eq. (8) an hence x $ L. 
Now by Lemma 2.7, for each j we may choose Fj c Ej c L* with Fj, E, 
weak*-closed, Ej nowhere dense in L* (in the weak*-topology) such that 
WjnL*=Ej-F,, since WjnL*ct* *L which has void weak*-interior 
in L*. Thus U,y i Ej is of first-category in I* and I* - L c lJ,E 1 Ej, so L is 
residual in Z*, proving that (7)=>(5)(a) (and hence (7)* (1)). 
We now give the proof of (1) * (7). Fix E > 0 and let 
w= w,={LER*:d(R,K)~&}. (10) 
We shall prove that there exists a set H= H, so that H, equals a countable 
union of differences of weak*-compact sets and 
W,cH,cR*-K. (11) 
It then follows that R* -K= U,“= I HI,,, which implies (7). (Since K is 
norm-closed, x* - K = iJ,“= 1 W,,,.) 
To construct H, we obtain a countable ordinal y and a family of weak*- 
compact subsets (F,), c y of R* with F. = R* so that the following hold for 
all cr<y: 
(a) F,nK*n W#%, 
(W FE+, $ F,nK*, 
(c) WnFF,c(F,-F,nK*)uF,+,, 
(d) FE= C-l,,, FB if CI > 0 is a limit ordinal, 
(e) F,nK*n W=%. 
Once this is done, we set H = tJmGy (F, - F, n K*). Evidently H has the 
desired form; let us see why WC H. Let x E W. If x E F,, then by (e), 
x E F, - F, n K*. Suppose x $ F, and let p equal the least ordinal such that 
x cf Fs. Then by (d), fl is a successor ordinal, say ,f3 = CI + 1. Then x E F,, so 
by (c), xEF,-F,nK*. 
We now construct the FM’s by transtinite induction. We assume W # %, 
else there is nothing to prove; set F. = R*. Now suppose 1 <q is a coun- 
table ordinal and (F,), ~ ~ weak*-compact subsets of R* have been defined 
so that for all CY < q; (a) and (d) hold and if also tl -t- 1 < q, (b) and (c) hold. 
If q is a limit ordinal, set F,, = (7 c1 ~ ~ F,; if F,,nK*n W=%, we set y=r~ 
and the construction is complete; otherwise we now have that (F,), < ~+ 1 
satisfies our inductive hypothesis. 
Now suppose ‘1 is a successor ordinal, say q = CI + 1. Thus by 
assumption, (a) holds, so of course Fm n K is non-empty, and hence has 
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non-empty relatively weak*-open subsets of arbitrarily small diameter by 1 
(or rather 3) of 2.4. It follows that 
G,n(F,nK)#0a, (12) 
where we set G, = {k E F, n K*: there is a weak*-open neighborhood U of 
k with diam(Un I;, n K*) < E}. It is evident that G, is a relatively weak*- 
open subset of F, n K*; hence defining FE + I = F, n K* N G,, we have that 
F x+1 is weak*-closed and (b) holds. Finally, suppose XE Wn F,. Then 
x $ G,. Indeed, were x E G,, we could choose U weak*-open with x E U and 
diamUnF,nK*<s. But then UnF,nK#@, and so there is a keK 
with Jlk -xl] < E, so x $ W. Thus (c) holds by the definition of F,, , . If 
F, n K* n W= 0, again we set y = 9 and the construction is complete; 
otherwise (F,), < ~ + 1 satisfies our inductive hypotheses. 
We must eventually find a countable y satisfying (a)-(e). Indeed, were 
this false, we would obtain by translinite induction that (F,),,,,, can be 
constructed satisfying (a)-(d) for all c1< ol. 
In particular, we have by (a) and (b) that 
F =+I nK!$ F,nK for all r<w,; 
this is impossible in view of the fact that K is norm-separable and the sets 
F, n K are closed subsets of K. (We thus obtain that also (1) => (7) if we 
replace the assertion that K is norm-separable by the assertion that it is 
weak*-separable and metrizable.) 
We next treat the implication (1) 3 (8). It suffices to prove that there 
exists a countable subset D of X so that for all E > 0. 
for all non-empty L c K, there is a finite non-empty set Fc D 
and a 6 > 0 so that diam( Uk, F, 6 n L) < E (13) 
(where Uk,F,6={~*~X*: Ix*(f)-x*(k)J<G} for all ~EF). Once D is 
constructed, we may choose Y, a separable subspace of X with Y, 
isometrically norming [K] (i.e., IIx*ll = sup{ 1x*( y)l: y E B,( Y,)} for all 
x* E [K]). Then we set Y = [Y,, u D] and let i: Y + X be the identity map. 
It follows that i* ( [K] is an into-isometry and i*(K) is a norm-separable 
closed subset of Y* which has the weak*-PCP (with respect to the 
Y-topology), by condition (3) of 2.4. Since Y is separable, i*K* is weak*- 
metrizable; hence in view of condition 7, i*K is a weak*-G,-subset of i*K*, 
and is hence weak*-Polish by Theorem 2.3. 
Given a non-empty D c X, let us say that a set U c X* is a 
D-neighborhood zf there is a 6 > 0, y E X*, and non-empty finite Fc D with 
u= Uv.F.6. We require a simple result. 
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LEMMA 2.8. Let L be a subset of K, E > 0, and G = G,,, = {y E L: there is 
a weak*-neighborhood U of y with diam( U n L) < E}. There exists a coun- 
table set D,,, c X so that every g E G is contained in a D,,,-neighborhood U 
with diam( Un L) < E. 
Proof: For each y E G, choose 6, > 0 and F, a finite subset of X so that 
diam( U,,FY, a) n L) < E. Evidently G c U,, G UY,F,,dY. Since K is norm- 
separable, so is G, and of course the sets UY,,Y,F, are also norm open. Thus 
we may choose a countable sequence yl, y,, . . . m G with G c U,?= i UY,,FYi,6Y,. 
Now let D,,, = (Jz, F,,,; this proves the lemma. 
Now fix E > 0. We shall construct a countable set D” satisfying (13) (for 
“D” = D”). Once this is done, we set D = u,“= i D’ln, completing the proof 
of (l)*(7). 
Set L,, = K and assume of course that Kf 0. There then exists a unique 
family W, < o, of relatively weak*-closed subsets of K so that for all 
a<ol 
(a) L,= f& L, if a is a limit ordinal 
(b) L, # @ implies L, + 1 = L, - GLu,E 
(where GL.,E is as defined in Lemma 2.8). It follows that the L,‘s are descen- 
ding; if L, # 0, then since K has the weak*-PCP, by (3) of Theorem 2.4 
we have that GLDIE # 0 hence L, + , $ L,. Since the L,‘s are norm-closed 
and K is norm-separable, there exists a least countable ordinal 11 so that 
L, = 0. For each a <q, choose a countable set D, = DL.,E satisfying the 
conclusion of Lemma 2.8. Now set D” = Ucl < tl D,. We claim that D” 
satisfies Eq. (13). 
Let L be a non-empty subset of K. Let y be the least ordinal such that 
L d L,. By (a), y is a successor ordinal, say y = a + 1. Thus L c L, but 
L d La,,? so Ln(L,-L,+, )#a. Let gELn(L,-L,,,); since 
L,-L,+I=GL,,~, by the definition of D, we may choose a 
D,-neighborhood U with gE U and diam( Un L,) <E; evidently then 
diam Un L < E, proving that D” satisfies (13). (Again, we obtain that 
(1) = (8) IY we assume instead that K is weak*-separable and metrizable.) 
The remaining implications of 2.4 are essentially trivial. Evidently 
(8) * (8)(a); assume now that (8)(a) holds. It follows that if T is as in the 
statement of (8)(a), then T*K is norm-closed and hence satisfies the 
weak*-PCP, by the implication (7) * (1) of 2.4. Let L be a non-empty sub- 
set of K, E > 0, and U a relatively weak*-open non-empty subset of T*L 
with diam U<E/M, where M= ll(T* ( [K])-‘11. Then ((T*)-’ U)nL is a 
relatively weak*-open non-empty subset of L of diameter at most E. Thus 3 
of 2.4 holds, so K has the weak*-PCP. (Of course, the argument yields that 
in fact for every E > 0, there is a TY-neighborhood U with diam U n L < E). 
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Remarks. A completely regular topological space s2 is said to be Cech- 
complete if it is a G6 in any Hausdorff compactilication (see [6]). It turns 
out that Q is C&h-complete provided it is a G, in some Hausdorff compac- 
tification; in particular, a G6 subset of a C&h-complete space is also Cech- 
complete. The equivalences of Theorem 2.3 are best understood from this 
point of view, which is perhaps more fundamental in the context of general 
topology. Theorem 2.3 implies that any homemorph of a complete metric 
space is C&h-complete. In particular, a space is Polish if and only if it is 
second countable and C&h-complete. Following [S], a Banach space is 
said to be C&h-complete if its unit ball is C&h-complete in the weak 
topology. However the following remarkable result is proved in [5]: A 
C&h-complete Banach space is the direct sum of a Polish Banach space and 
a reflexive space. The converse is of course trivial; this result shows that the 
study of C&h-complete Banach spaces reduces immediately to that of 
Polish ones; so it seems clear that in the context of Banach space theory, 
the concept of Polish Banach spaces is the more fundamental. 
3. GLOBAL PROPERTIES OF WEAK*-POLISH BANACH SPACES 
In this section we present global invariants of weak*-Polish Banach 
spaces. The invariants are usually best stated and/or proved using some 
form of “infinite-basis;” the deepest results involve “skipped-blocking 
property” characterizations. Throughout, all Banach spaces and subspaces 
shall be taken to be infinite-dimensional, unless specified otherwise. 
THEOREM 3.1. Every weak*-Polish subspace of the dual of a separable 
space contains a weak*-closed subspace. 
Precisely, 3.1 asserts that if Y is a separable Banach space and X is a 
separable subspace of Y* with B,(X) weak*-Polish, then there is a weak*- 
closed subspace 2 of X. (We prove independently in Theorem 3.10 that the 
assumption that Y is separable is unnecessary.) Theorem 1.1 follows 
immediately. First, if X is Polish, then X* is separable and X may be regar- 
ded as a weak*-Polish subspace of X**; if Z is a weak*-closed subspace of 
X then Z = 2 and so Z is reflexive. If X has the PCP, we may assume 
without loss of generality that X is separable; moreover by Corollary 2.5, 
we may in fact choose a separable Banach space Y so that X is a weak*- 
Polish subspace of Y*. Choosing Z as above, we have that since Z is 
separable and weak*-closed, Z is isometric to (Y/Z’)*. 
In fact, Theorem 3.1 follows from Theorem 3.10(b), proved indepen- 
dently later on, using skipped-blocking decompositions. However in the 
interest of greater accessibility, we prefer to prove 3.1 first, using the tool of 
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weak*-basic sequences (as developed in [ 1 I]). Let us first recall the 
definition and some fundamental facts. A sequence (bi) in a Banach space is 
called a basic sequence if for every b in [bi], there exists a unique choice of 
scalars (ci) with b =C cibj, the series converging to b in norm. ([b,] 
denotes [(bj: j= 1,2, . ..>I. the closed linear span of the b,‘s.) If Y is a given 
Banach space and (bj) is a sequence in Y*, (bj) is called a weak*-basic 
sequence if 
(i) for every b in m*, there is a unique choice of scalars (cj) with 
b = 2 cjbj, the series converging to b weak*, and 
(ii) there exists a sequence (y,) in Y biorthogonal to (b,); i.e., 
bj( yi) = 6, for all i and j. 
(In the terminology of [14], (bi) is weak*-basic precisely when (bj) is a 
weak*-Schauder basis for cbjl*. Moreover one then obtains that if (y,) in 
Y is biorthogonal to (bj), (zyj) is a basis for Y/[b,]’ with (b,) its sequence 
of biorthogonal functions, where rr: Y+ Y/[b,]’ is the natural quotient 
map.) 
Every weak*-basic sequence (bj) is a basic-sequence. Given a basic 
sequence (bj) with biorthogonal functionals (b,?) in [b,]*, we define the 
sequence of basis projections (P,) by 
P,(b)= i b,*(b) bj for all n and bE [b,]. 
j=l 
Then defining ;1= sup,, llP,,ll, I < a; 2 is called the basis-constant of (bj). In 
case (bj) is weak*-basic with ( yj) a sequence in Y biorthogonal to (bj), we 
define the weak*-basis projections (ii;) by 
Pn(z)= i a(Yj)bj for all n and 6 em*, 
j=l 
Then in fact (Pn) is independent of the particular choice of the 
biorthogonal sequence (yj), P,, ) [bj] = P, for all n, and I= sup,, IIi?,II < co 
too. We call (B,) the weak*-basis projections, 2 the weak*-basis constant, 
and again say (bj) is weak*-almost monotone if lim,, o. I]P,II = 1. 
We now record some further properties of weak*-basic sequences; the 
routine proof is left to the reader. 
PROFQSITION 3.2. Let Y be a given Banach space and (xj) a weak*-basic 
sequence in Y*. 
(1) Every subsequence (x,) of (x,) is weak*-basic. Moreover [x,] is a 
relatively weak*-closed subspace of [xi]. 
(2) (xi) is boundedly complete if and only if [xi] is weak*-closed. 
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(3) For any 1 <j<k, 
Remarks. (1) Recall that a basic sequence (x,) is said to be boundedly 
complete if for all sequences of scalars (c,) with SUP, IIxy= I cj.Xj\l < CD, 
C cjxj converges in norm. 
(2) (1) of 3.2 may be replaced by the stronger assertion: if (yj) is a 
block-basis of (xi), then (y,) is weak*-basic and [y,] is a relatively weak*- 
closed subspace of [x,]. This, however, is less transparent han (1) of 3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let Y and X be as in the sentence following the 
statement of 3.1. By a result of Johnson-Rosenthal [ 111, there exists a 
weak*-basic sequence (x,) in X. (For completeness, we give a different 
proof of a stronger result in Theorem 3.5.) Since weak*-Polishness is a 
hereditary property, [x,] is also weak*-Polish. We may thus assume 
without loss of generality that A’= [xj]. Then by Theorem 2.3, we may 
choose weak*-compact sets K, c K2 c . , with 
~*‘vL= c K,, where L = B,X. (14) 
J=l 
Using (14), we shall construct a sequence n, <n, < . . . so that setting 
Z= [x,& then 
z* t-l (L* -L)=@. (15) 
It follows from (15) that Z* c X; but by Proposition 3.2, (x,) is weak*- 
basic and Z is a relatively weak*-closed subspace of X*, hence Z = Z*. It 
also follows from 3.2 that (x,) is boundedly complete. That is, our proof 
shows directly that every X as in 3.1 contains a boundedly complete 
weak*-basic sequence. We require two simple lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let K be a weak*-compact subset of x* - (0). There exists 
an n so that [xi];,,, n K= a. 
Proof. Let ( yj) in Y be biorthogonal to (xi). For each k E K, choose an 
integer i(k) with k(y,,,,) #O. Let U, = { y* E Y*: y*( yifkj) #O}. Then 
{U,: k E K) is a weak*-open cover of K, so there exist k,, . . . . k, in K 
with KC lJy= 1 U,. Set n = 1 + max, s JG IM i(k.j). Then k E K implies 
maxI.,..-,(W,))fO, hence k4 [Xjlf,n. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let K be a weak*-compact subset of L* N L. Then for all 
j>, 1 there exists an n > j so that 
([lxili<jO Cx,lFan) n K= 0. 
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Proof Let A. equal the weak*-basis constant of (xi) and set 
W=AB,[X,]~.~. Then K+ W is a weak*-compact subset of X* and 
0 $ K+ W. By the preceding lemma, we may choose an n > j so that 
CXilhn n (K+ W) = 0. If the conclusion of 3.4 did not hold, we could 
choose an XE [xiliGi and a y* E [xi]i*,,, with x+y* = k in K. But letting 
(p,) be the sequence of weak*-basis projections, x=Fjk and since l/k/J < 1, 
((x[[ <A, so XE W. Thus y* = k-x belongs to K-t W, a contradiction. This 
proves 3.4. 
We now construct our sequence n, < n, . . . so that (15) holds. Let n, = 1. 
Suppose nj chosen. Choose by Lemma 3.4, nj+ 1 > nj so that 
(16) 
This completes the inductive construction. Were (15) false, by (14) we 
could choose a j such that z* n Kj# 0. But 2* c [xiliG,@ [xi]i”,,,+, by 
(3) of Proposition 3.2, hence (16) is contradicted. 
Suppose Y* is itself separable. Then Y* is trivially weak*-Polish, so any 
subspace X of Y* is weak*-Polish. The above proof thus yields the result of 
[Ill; X contains a boundedly complete weak*-basic sequence. We give 
next a proof of the existence of weak*-basic sequences, more direct than 
the one in [ 111, which also yields the above result (without passing 
through the theory of weak*-Polish Banach spaces). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let X, Y, and Z be separable Banach spaces with 
XC Zc Y*. There exists an almost monotone weak*-basic sequence (xi) in 
X so that [xi] is relatively weak*-closed in Z. 
Thus if Y* is already separable, we take Z = Y* and obtain by 3.2 that 
[x,] is weak*-closed and so (x,) is boundedly complete. 
Before passing to the proof, we introduce some notation and ter- 
minology which will be in force throughout the sequel Fix Y a Banach 
space. For y E Y, we let 9 = w where x: Y + Y** is the canonical map. Let 
F and G be (possibly finite-dimensional) subspaces of Y* and Y, respec- 
tively. We define R,. . Y-+ F* by Rdy) = y 1 F for all y E Y; similarly we 
define &: Y* -+ G* by R&y*) = y* J G for all y* E Y*. (Thus RG and R, 
are natural restriction maps.) Let 12 1. We say that F l-maps onto G* if 
R,(IB,(F)) 3 B,(G*); similarly G A-maps onto F* if R,(IB,(G)) I B,(F*). 
The following result is standard and its proof will be omitted. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 13 > 1, Y a given Banach space, and F a finite-dimen- 
sional subspace of Y* (resp. Y). There exists a finite-dimensional subspace G 
of Y (resp. Y*) so that G A-maps onto F*. 
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We also record a simple criterion for a basic sequence to be weak*-basic, 
again leaving the proof to the reader. (For a Banach space Z, b,(Z) 
denotes {zEZ: (1~11 cl}. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let Y be a given Banach space, (x,) a basic sequence in Y*, 
and (x,*) the functionals in [xi] * biorthogonal to (x,). Then letting 
R = RC.x,,, (x,) is weak*-basic if and onfy if RY= [x,f+]. Moreover (x,) 
is weak*-almost monotone provided (x,) is almost monotone and 
R& Y = &,[x:]. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let .si = l/2’ for all j, D = {d,, d2, . ..} a countable 
dense subset of Y, and {z,, z2, . ..> a countable dense subset of Z. We may 
then choose .x1, x2, . . . normalized elements of X, and G, c G2 c . linite- 
dimensional subspaces of Y with the following properties for all j= 1, 2, . . . . 
(a) Gj (1 + cj)-maps onto H:, where H, = [x, , . . . . xj, z,, . . . . z,] 
(b) d, E G, and xj+, I G,. 
To see that this is possible, choose x, E X of norm one. Let Go= (0). Hav- 
ing chosen x, , . . . . xj, G,- , , choose Wj a finite-dimensional subspace of Y so 
that W, (1 + &,)-maps onto HT; then set Gj = [ Wj u Gj- I u id,}]. Since G, 
is finite-dimensional and X is infinite-dimensional, we may choose x,+ , E X 
of norm one with xj+ , I G,. 
We now claim that (x,) is the desired weak*-basic sequence. First, we 
note that (xi) is an almost monotone basic sequence. Fix .j, let u E [xi],$, 
and VE [x,],,~. By the Hahn-Banach theorem and (a), choose g E Gj with 
llgll < 1 +E~ so that g(u) = IIuII. Now since xi I Gj for all i>j, v I Gj and 
hence g(v) = 0. Thus llull = g(u) = g(u + V) d (1 + El) IIu + ~11. It follows that 
(x,) is basic; moreover if (P,) is the sequence of basis projections we have 
shown that liPill < 1 + Ed, so lim+ o3 //Pi/ = 1. 
Next we let R = Rex,] and (x,+) c [x,1* be the functionals biorthogonal 
to (Xj). It follows from (b) that RdjE [x:, . . . . x,*] for all j; hence RYc 
[xl*] since D is dense in Y. Now suppose f belongs to the linear span of 
(x7) and 11 f I/ Q 1. Then given E > 0, there is a y E Y with Ij yll < 1 + E and 
Ry =f: Indeed, choose j with sj < E and f~ [XT, . . . . x,*1. It follows from (a) 
(and the Hahn-Banach theorem) that there is a YE Gj with ll,vll Q 1+ E/- and 
P I Lx1 9 “‘3 xjl =f I Lx, 3 ...2 x,]. But then x,(y) = 0 for all i > j by (b), so in 
fact Ry =J A standard argument then yields that RY = [x7] and 
moreover Rd, Y = b,[x,*] (in otherwords R is an isometric quotient map). 
We now have that (x,) is an almost monotone weak*-basic sequence by 
3.7, so we pass to the final assertion of 3.5, Let ZE Z- [x,]. It evidently 
suffices to show that there is a gE Y with g I [x,] and Iz(g)l > 0. (Thus 
z @ [x,1*.) 
Let d=dist(z, [x,]) and let O<r:<g. (17) 
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Now choose j with llzi - zJ/ < E. Hence 
d-s < dist(z,, [xi]) < dist(z,, [xi, . . . . xi]). (18) 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem, choose f E ZZT with llfll= 1 and 
f(zj) = dist(zi, [xl, . . . . xj]) and f(x,)=O, l<i<j. (19) 
Now since Gj 2-maps onto H:, we may choose g E Gj with l/g/l < 2 and 
2 1 Hj =f: But then since xi I G, for all i > j by (b), we have that g I [x,]. 
Thus 
lz(g)l = lzj(g) + (z-Zj)(g)l 
> lzj(g)l - l(z-zj)(g)l 
>d--E--2& by (17)-(19) 
2 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to theorems which require the 
notion of skipped-blocking properties either in their statements or in their 
proofs. The results do imply many of our previous ones, which we presen- 
ted earlier mainly for greater accessibility. Let us first introduce notation 
and definitions in force throughout. Let X be a Banach space and (Gj) a 
sequence of (possibly finite-dimensional) subspaces of X. Given an interval I 
of positive integers, we let G(Z) = [ Gj] jc I (= closed linear span of uj~ I Gj). 
If, e.g., Z= [a, b], we delete the parentheses and write G(Z)= G[a, b]. If 
I= N, the entire set of positive integers, G(Z) = [Gil, the notation 
previously introduced. 
Now let (Fj) be another sequence of (possibly finite-dimensional) sub- 
spaces. We say that (Fj) is a blocking of (G,) if there exists a sequence I,, 
Z2, . . . of non-empty finite intervals of integers so that 
F; = G(Z,) and maxZ,<minZ,+, for all j. (20) 
(We shall say that (Fj) is a fill blocking of (Gj) if moreover, 
ui”=, zj= {1,2, 3, . ..}.. w e say that (Fi) is a skipped-blocking of (Gi) if, in 
addition to (20), we have 
1 +maxZj<minZj+, for all j. (21) 
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We also say that given i, a given blocking (Fj) of (Gj) satisfying (20) skips 
Gi if i 4 U,“= , Zj. It then follows trivially that the following are equivalent 
for a given blocking (Fj) of (Gj): 
(a) There exists a blocking (Fj) of (F’) and a skipped-blocking (G,) 
of (G,) so that Fj c cj for all j; 
(b) (Fi) skips Gi for infinitely many i. 
It also follows that (F,) is a skipped-blocking of (Gi) if and only if there 
exist sequences (mi) and (nj) of positive integers so that 
mi<n,+ 1 Cm,,, (22) 
and 
Fj= G[m,, nil for all j. (23) 
Finally, we recall that a given sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces 
(F,) of a Banach space B is called a Finite-Dimensional Decomposition 
(FDD) if (F,) is a Schauder-decomposition for Y = [F,]. That is, if for all 
YE Y, there exist unique elements (6) in F, with y = Cf,. (Also, we then 
say, (F,) is an FDD for Y.) 
DEFINITION. Let X be a given Banach space and (G,) a sequence of non- 
zero finite-dimensional subspaces of X. (Gj) is called a decomposition for 
X if 
[G,] =X (24) 
and 
Gn CGjli+f= to> for all integers i. 125) 
If Y is a Banach space and XC Y*, (G,) is called weak*-continuous if 
Gin [Gj],Tzi= (0) for all integers i. (26) 
Given 9 a class of FDDs, (G,) is called a 9 skipped-blocking decomposition 
(9-SBD) for X if (G,) is a decomposition for X such that every skipped- 
blocking ( Fj) of ( Gj) belongs to 9’. X is said to have the 9 skipped-blocking 
property (5%SBP) if there exists a 8-SBD for X. (Most of these concepts 
were introduced in [4].) 
Suppose 9 denotes the class of all FDDs. It follows from standard 
techniques that every separable Banach space has a 9-SBD (in fact a 
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8’-SBD, where 8’ denotes the class of all almost-monotone FDDs). We 
shall thus be interested in certain subclasses of 9, which we now elucidate. 
Let (J”) be an FDD for a Banach space B. We say that (I$) is 
(a) boundedly complete if for all sequences (A.) in B with fi E Fj for all 
j, Cfj converges in norm provided 
sup 2 fi <co; 
n Ii I/ j=l 
(b) isomorphically dual if there is a Banach space Y with B 
isomorphic to Y*; 
(c) shrinking if for all b* E B*, 
lib* I C~lj>nll -to as n-+co; 
(d) dual-separable if B* is separable; 
(e) reflexive if B is reflexive; 
(f) RNP if B has the RNP; 
(g) PC if B has the PCP. 
Definitions (a) and (c) are of course standard, as well as the facts that 
(a) => (b) * (f) * (gh (c) * (d), and C(a) and (c)l 0 W 
Let 69’ be a class of FDDs. We say that 9 is 
(i) isomorphism-invariant if given Banach spaces X and Y, (Fj) an 
FDD for X belonging to 9, and T: X + Y an into-isomorphism, then (TF,) 
belongs to 9; 
(ii) hereditary if given (F,) in 9, (Gj) a blocking of (Fj), and (Hi) 
non-zero finite-dimensional subspaces with Hi c Gj for all j, then (H,) 
belongs to 9; 
(iii) weakly hereditary if given (Fj) in 9 and (Hi) non-zero hnite- 
dimensional subspaces with Hi c 4 for all j, then (Hi) E 9. 
All the classes (a)-(g) are isomorphism-invariant, and all but (b) are 
hereditary. For motivation of these concepts, we recall the following result 
established in [4]. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let 9 be isomorphism-invariant and hereditary, X and Y 
be given Banach spaces. Zf X has the 8-SBP and Y is isomorphic to a sub- 
space of X, then Y has the 9-SBP. 
For possible future applications, we record here the following corollary 
(which is not needed elsewhere in this paper): 
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COROLLARY 3.9. The conclusion of 3.8 holds if one replaces “hereditary” 
by “weakly hereditary” in its statement. 
Proof. Given a class 9 of FDDs, let ?& be the corresponding 
isomorphism class. That is, (G,)E~‘, if and only if there exists (Fj) ~9 and 
an onto-isomorphism T: [G,] + [IF,] with TG, = F” for all j. Now let 9 
and X satisfy the hypotheses of 3.9, let (Gj) be a 6%SBD for X and define 
8’ by 
9” = ((HJ: (Hi) is an FDD and there is a skipped-blocking 
(Fi) of (G,) with H,c Fi for all i}. (27) 
It is of course trivial that X has the ??‘-SBP; we now claim 
??’ is hereditary. (28) 
Once (28) is proved, we have that also qi, is hereditary and of course since 
9’ c pi, c 9 (the latter holding since 9 is isomorphism-invariant), X has 
the Si,-SBP and hence so does Y by the preceding theorem, so Y has the 
g-SBP. Now let (Fj) be a skipped-blocking of (Gi) and (Hi) an FDD with 
H, c Fi for all i. Choose sequences (mj) and (nj) satisfying (22) and (23) for 
all j. Finally, let (I,) be a sequence of finite intervals with max Zj < min Z,+ ,
for all j; it suffices to prove by (27) that 
(H(Zj) 1; 1 
Let Z, = [a,, bi] for all j. Thus 
belongs to 9”. (29) 
HCai, bjl t FCai, bjl c GCm,, +,,I for all j. (30) 
Now fix j; since aj < bj, m, < nb, + 1, since b, + 1 < aj+, , n,, + 1 < m,+, ; 
hence (G[m,, n,,])J’?C1 is a skipped-blocking of (G,), provmg (29), by 
virtue of (30). 
We now treat the equivalence of the PCP and the boundedly complete 
SBP for separable Banach spaces. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let X and Y be Banach spaces with XC Y*. 
(a) Suppose there exists a weak*-continuous boundedly complete skip- 
ped-blocking decomposition for X. Then X has the weak*-PCP. 
(b) Suppose X is weak*-Polish. There exists a weak*-continuous 
decomposition (Gj) for X so that for every skipped-blocking (F,) of (G,), 
(i) (Fj) is an almost monotone FDD, 
(ii) [F,] is weak*-closed. 
Hence (F,) is boundedly complete. 
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It is an immediate consequence of 3.10 that tf X and Y are separable 
Banach spaces with XC Y*, then the following are equivalent: 
(a) X is weak*-Polish, 
(b) X has a weak*-continuous boundedly complete SBD, 
(c) X has a weak*-continuous decomposition (G,) satisfying the con- 
clusion of (b) of 3.10. In particular, [F,] is isometric to a dual space for 
every skipped-blocking (Fj) of (G,). 
Theorem 3.10 also completes the proof of (1) o (4) of Theorem 1.3. 
Indeed, if X has the boundedly complete SBP, then X satisfies the 
hypothesis of (a) for Y = X*, and so of course the conclusion of (a) means 
precisely that X has the PCP. If X has the PCP, then by Corollary 2.5, X is 
(isometric to) a weak*-Polish subspace of Y* for some Banach space Y. 
The decomposition (Gj) given in (b) of 3.10 is of course a boundedly com- 
plete SBD, so X has the boundedly complete SBP. We note finally that 
3.10(b) implies that any weak*-Polish space has a weak*-closed subspace; 
this is a stronger result than Theorem 3.1. In fact, suppose X, (G,) are as in 
(b), let (F,) be a skipped-blocking of (Gj), and let fi be a non-zero element 
of F, for all j. Then we obtain immediately from (i) and (ii) that (6) is a 
boundedly complete weak*-basic sequence. (The difference between this and 
3.1 is that we do not assume Y is separable; also we do not start with a 
weak*-basic sequence, but produce one all the same, at the end.) 
We first treat the proof of (a) of 3.10. The argument is a straightforward 
modification of the one in [4]. Before beginning the proof, we assemble 
some elementary facts as lemmas; these will also be used in the sequel. 
Throughout, we assume X and Y are as in the first sentence of 3.10. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let F be a finite-dimensional subspace of Y. 
(a) There is an M so that dist(x, F’ n X) < A4 j/x ) FII for all x E X. 
(b) For any E>O, U,= {yap Y*: j/y* (F/l<&) is a weak*-open 
neighborhood of 0. 
Proof: For (a), set G = (3 I X f o F). Since G is finite-dimensional, we 
may choose n and g,, . . . . g, in 2B,(G) with B,(G) c co{ g,, . . . . g,}. Now 
choose fi, . . . . f, in F with A 1 X= gi for all i. We then claim that 
M=max,.icn 1 fil works. Now it follows that for any g E B,(G), there exist 
1 i, . . . . 1, with C lj= 1, liaO for all i, with g=C Aih. Fix XEX. Then a 
standard duality argument yields that 
dist(x, Fi n X)= max(g(x): ge B,(G)}. 
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Thus choosing g and A1, . . . . A, appropriately, we have that 
dist(x, F’nX)=g(x)= i &x(f;)<M (Ix 1 F(l. 
i=l 
For (b), it suffices to show that - U, is weak*-closed. Suppose yz -+ y* 
weak *, where (y,*) is a net in - U,. Then I/y: 1 FI( > E for all CI and 
~$1 F-+ y* 1 F weak*. Since F is finite-dimensional, y,* I F+ y* / F in 
norm, so (I y* I FI( > E too. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let (Gj) be a weak*-continuous decomposition for X. 
(a) (F,) is also a weak*-continuous decomposition (for [ Fj] ) for any 
blocking (F,) of (G,). 
(b) There exist finite-rank (bounded linear) projections P,: Y -+ Y so 
that G, = P,* Y* for all j. Moreover, these can be chosen so that setting 
Hi = P, Y, we have for all j and i # j that 
(i) R,, I H,: Hi + G,? is an onto-isomorphism and 
(ii) Gj 1 Hifor all if j. 
(c) Suppose in addition X is weak*-closed and (G,) is an FDD. Then 
(Gj) is boundedly complete. 
The proof is straightforward, and is mostly left to the reader. We shall 
call the sequence (H,) a sequence biorthogonal to (F,). The Pi’s and His are 
uniquely determined if K* = Y*, which one can usually assume without 
loss of generality. If we make this assumption, we may in fact simply set 
H, = [G,],i,, and let P, be the unique projection on% with kernel G:; 
thus P,* is the unique projection onto Gj with kernel [Gi]i*,j. The existence 
of (H,) satisfying (i) and (ii) is in fact equivalent to the assumption that 
(G,) is a weak*-continuous decomposition. This observation may be used 
to prove (a). To obtain (c), we assume X is weak*-closed and (g,) is a 
sequence with gj E Gj for all j and sup,, \lC;= I gili = M < 00. Now we may 
choose g E X and (n,) a subnet of the positive integers so that x7= 1 gj -+ g 
weak*. Letting (P,) be as in (b), we of course have that C;=, P,?g --* g in 
norm, because (G,) is an FDD for X. But fixing j, P;“(g,) = 0 for all i # j 
and P,+( gj) = gj. Since P;” is weak*-continuous, we thus have that for c( suf- 
ficiently large, gj= PF(C:= 1 gi) + P:(g) weak*; thus g, = P,+(g), so we 
have proved that C g, converges in norm to g. 
Proof of 3.10(a). Let (Gj) be a weak*-continuous boundedly complete 
SBD for X, yet suppose X fails the weak*-PCP. By Theorem 2.4, we may 
choose a non-empty subset A of B,(X) and 6 > 0 so that 
diam(UnA)>6 for every weak*-open set U with U A A # 0. (31) 
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Let x0 = 0. We shall now construct a sequence (xi)?= I in A and a skipped- 
blocking (Fj) of (Gi) so that for all ja 1, 
and 
there is an&E<. with II(xj-xj-i)--fil( <$. (33) 
Once this is done, we have a contradiction. For if we set 
uj = fi - (xi - xi _ I ) for all j, then for all k, 
II i fi = i (Xj-Xj-1) + i Uj j=l /I il j=l j=l II 
< c xi-x. 
!I j:, J-4 + II;, uil 
G lbkll + 1 6 2 by (33). 
Hence since (Fj) is assumed boundedly complete, Cfi converges. But by 
(32) and (33), lim;+, I( fill > 6/2 > 0, a contradiction. 
Now let (Hi) in Y be chosen biorthogonal to (Gj), that is, (Hi) satisfies 
(i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.12. Let x, EA be chosen with [(xI(( > 6/2. Set m, = 1 
and choose n, >m, and fi E G[m,, n,] with l/xi -f,II < 4. 
Now suppose j> 1 and xi, mj and nj chosen. Set mj+ , = nj + 2 and 
F= Fj= H[l, nj+ 11. Then let M= Mj as in Lemma 3.9(a) (for “F’= F). 
Let U= Uj= {y* E Y*: /y* ( FII < (M.2j+‘)-‘}. Since xi-t- U is a weak*- 
open neighborhood of xi (by 3.9), we may choose by (3 1) an xi+ i in 
(xi + U) n A with I/xi+, - xi11 > d/2. Since (xj+ i -xi) E U, [/(xi+, -xi) 1 PII 
<(M-2’+‘)-‘, thus dist((x,+i -xj),F’nX)<(2J+1)-‘. Now P”nX= 
GCmj+ 1, co]. Hence we may choose fj+, in the linear-span of (Gi)ir,,+, 
with II (Xi+ 1 -Xj)-fj+l(l <(2j+‘)-‘. Finally, choose nj+, >mj+, with 
f.,, E G[mj+ ,, nj+,]. This completes the construction of (xi) and (Fj) 
(where Fj= G[mj, nj] for all j) and hence the proof of 3.10(a). 
We pass now to the proof of 3.10(b). Let L = B,X and assume X is 
weak*-Polish. Then L* is weak*-metrizable by Corollary 2.6. Thus we may 
choose Y’ a separable subspace of Y so that Y’ isometrically norms X and 
so that Y’ separates the points of L *. It then follows by an old result of 
Mackey ([ 131; see also [ 141) that we may choose sequences (xj) in X and 
(rj) in Y’ so that 
(xi) and (yi) are biorthogonal and [xj] =X, [yj] = Y’. (34) 
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(We simply choose X0 and Y, countable dense subsets of X and Y’, respec- 
tively. The result in [ 131 yields that in fact (x,) and (yj) may be chosen in 
the linear span of X0 and Y,, respectively.) 
We shall now show that there exists a full-blocking (Gj) of (x,) (so 
[Gil =X), satisfying (i) and (ii) of 3.10 for every skipped blocking (F,) of 
(G,). It follows from 3.12(a) that (Gj) is weak*-continuous and so of course 
is a skipped-blocking (Fj) of (G,); hence by 3.12(c), (F,) is automatically 
boundedly complete since [Fj] is weak*-closed. 
The proof is a generalization of the arguments for Theorems 3.1 and 3.5. 
We first observe that 
the statement of Lemma 3.4 is valid. (35) 
The proof is a light generalization of that of 3.4. We first have 
Let K be a weak*-compact subset of the linear span of E* with 
0 $ K. There exists an n so that [Ixjlja n n K = Qr. (36) 
Since Y’ separates the points of J?*, it follows that for all k E K, there is 
an n with k(y,) # 0. The proof of (36) is now identical to that of Lemma 
3.3. To prove (35) let K and j be as in the statement of Lemma 3.4. For all 
m, define P,: Y -+ Y by 
pm(Y) = f xi(Y) Yi. 
i=l 
(37) 
It follows trivially that 
pfTl(Y*)= f Y*(yi) x,. 
r=l 
(38) 
Now fix j, let A=Aj= llPj\l and set W=ABu[xiliG,. Then K+ W is a 
weak*-compact subset of the linear span of L* and 0 $ K+ W. So by (36) 
choose n>j so that [x;]i*,, n (K + W) = 0. If the conclusion of 3.4 were 
false, we could choose an x E [xiliG j and a y* E [x;]?~~ with x +y* = k in 
K. Then x = P,*k and since (Ik(J < 1, llxll< A, so x E W. Thus y* = k - .Y 
belongs to K + W, a contradiction, proving (35). 
Now since L is weak*-Polish, we may choose weak*-compact sets 
K, c K, c . . . with 
L*-L= 5 K,. (39) 
j=l 
5X0,76.2-5 
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Let sj = l/2’ for all j. Set n, = 1. We claim that we may choose 1 < n2 < 
n3 < . . . so that for all j, 
and 
(Cxili4txj@ CxilT>n,+,) n Kj=O (40) 
CYilicn,,, 1 +ej-maps onto [xi]:<,,. (41) 
(This terminology was introduced prior to Lemma 3.6.) 
To accomplish this by induction, suppose j> 1 and nj is choosen. By 
(35), we may choose m > nj SO that [Xi]i<njO [Xi]i*,, n Kj = 0. But since 
CxiliCn, is finite-dimensional and [yi] isometrically norms [xi], we may 
choose nj+ r 2m so that (41) holds; then of course (40) holds too. Now 
define (Gj) by G, = [x,] and 
Gj+l = [{xi: nj<i<nj+l}] for all ja 1. (42) 
We now claim that (Gj) works. Evidently (Gj) is a full blocking of (xj), so 
[G,] =X. Now let (Fj) be a skipped-blocking of (Gj). We shall show that 
(i) and (ii) hold. Choose sequences (k,) and (I,) so that 
k < 1, < k, 1 and F, = G[k,, 1,] for all r 2 1. (43) 
To show that (F,) is an almost monotone FDD, let fin Fi for all i. Of 
course it suffices to show that 
(44) 
Fix r and let j=l,. Then fie [x,],~“~ for i<r while if i>r, fie [x,1,,,,+, 
(since (Fi) skips Gj+,). Now choose h of norm one in [x,1:<,,, so that 
MS,+ .** +fr)= llfi + --a +fJ (45) 
By (41), we may choose YE [yilia,,+, with 
IIYII G 1 +&j and 9 I Cxilignj=h* 
It follows that fi( y) = 0 for all i > r; hence by (45) and (46), 
(46) 
which implies (44) since .sj = E,, ,< E,. 
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It remains to show that [F,] is weak*-closed. By a theorem of Banach- 
Dieudonee, it suffices to prove that 
w= B,CFrI is weak *-closed. (48) 
We first show that 
W*CX. (49) 
Suppose this were false. Then we could choose a k E W*, k # X. Then 
evidently since [F,] c X, k E E* - L, so there is an i with kc Ki. But now 
choose j > i so that the blocking (F,) skips Gj+ 1. Then also k E Kj and 
yet the latter set does not intersect Kj by (40), a contradiction. 
Finally, we shall show (48). Suppose this were false, and let b E IT*, 
b 4 [Fr]; by (49), we have that b E X. To arrive at a contradiction, we shall 
construct YE Y so that 
Mb)1 > 0 yet Y E CC1 5 (50) 
(Any b satisfying (50) cannot belong to [F,] *, thus yielding the contradic- 
tion.) 
Set d=dist(b, [F,]) and let E>O with E-C (d/3). Next choose j with 
dist(b, [X;]i< n,) < E (51) 
and 
Gj+ I skipped by (F,). (52) 
Thus we may choose r 2 1 so that 
F, + “* +Frc Cxili<n, and Fr+ 1 C Cxili>n,+,. (53) 
By (51), we may choose b’ in [xilihn, with /lb’ - b\( < E. Then evidently 
d-s < dist(b’, [FJ) < dist(b’, F, + . . . + F,). (54) 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem, we may choose h of norm one in [xi]i*,, 
so that 
h i (F, + . . . + F,) and h(b’) = dist(b’, F, + ... + F,). (55) 
Now by (41), we may choose y in [YJ~$~,+, with 
IIYII G 2 and P I CxiliGn,=h. (56) 
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It follows from (55) that y I Fi for i < r, and from (53) that y I Fi for i > r. 
Hence y E [ Fi] I. Finally, by (54)-(56), we have that G(b’)= 
dist(b’, F, + ... +F,)>d-E. Hence 
IP(b)I = IPW + NJ - WI 
2 Mb’)1 + Mb - 01 
>d--E--2& 
> 0. 
Thus (50) is established, so Theorem 3.10 is proved. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let X be a Polish Banach space. Then X has the 
reflexive SBP. 
This follows immediately from Theorem 3.10(b). Indeed, we let Y= X*. 
Since X is a weak*-Polish subspace of Y*, we choose a decomposition (G,) 
for X satisfying (i) and (ii) of 3.10 for every skipped-blocking (Fi) of (Gj). 
But [F,] weak*-closed in Y* simply means [F,] is reflexive; that is, (Gj) is 
a reflexive SBD for X. We show in Section 4 that the converse to 3.13 is 
valid. (This follows rather easily from what is already obtained, but we 
prefer to discuss this in the next section.) 
We next treat Theorem 1.4 of the introduction, i.e., the fact that the PCP 
is a three-space property. The following result easily reduces the problem to 
the separable setting. (For Z a subspace of X, let x2: X+ X/Z denote the 
quotient map.) 
LEMMA 3.14. Let X, Y, and B be Banach spaces with B separable and 
Y c X, B c X. There exist separable subspaces x’ and Y’ of X with Y’ c Y, 
Y c X’ and B c X’ so that 7t y(B) is isometric to X’/Y’. 
ProojI We first observe that we may choose Y’ a separable subspace of 
Y so that 
dist(b, Y) = dist(b, Y’) for all b E B. (57) 
(Let D be a countable dense subset of B; for each be D, choose Y, a 
countable subset of Y with inf,. ,,* 11b-yll =dist(b, Y); then set 
Y’= [lJbsD Y,]. Now set X’= [Y’+B]. Next define a map 
T: zy,(B) -+ zy(B) by 
T(b+ Y’)=b+ Y for all b E B. (58) 
The mapping is well defined since b E Y’ = b E Y, and of course it is surjec- 
tive. We then easily have that T is a linear map; (57) shows that T is an 
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isometry and hence extends uniquely to a surjective linear isometry -- 
!?: rt i(B) + n,(B). But the definition of x’ shows that 7c ,,(B) = xl/Y’. Thus 
T establishes that X/Y’ is isometric to IC y(B). 
For the sake of “bookkeeping,” we state the main part of the proof of 1.4 
which remains. 
THEOREM 3.15. Let X and Y be Banach spaces with Y separable and 
Y c X. Zf Y and X/Y have the PCP, so does X. 
To obtain Theorem 1.4, let X and Y be as in its statement. If X fails the 
PCP, by Corollary 2.6 there exists a separable subspace B of X which fails 
the PCP. Now choosing x’ and Y’ as in Lemma 3.14, we have that Y’ and 
7cy(B) have the PCP since this is a hereditary property. Hence since then 
X’/Y’ has the PCP by the conclusion of 3.14, A” has the PCP by Theorem 
3.15, so again B has the PCP since B c A”. This contradiction proves 1.4. 
To prove 3.15, we shall use Theorem 1.3, assertion 3; i.e., the result of 
GhoussoubMaurey (now established in our work above) that if a 
separable Y has the PCP, it has a boundedly complete SBD. It is also 
possible to prove Theorem 3.15 in the same spirit as the earlier special case 
demonstrated by Edgar and Wheeler in [S], without using the boundedly 
complete SBP; however, the most elegant, natural method is to employ this 
powerful SBP. 
The next elementary result serves as a strong tool in our proof of 
Theorem 3.15. 
LEMMA 3.16. Let Y be a subspace of the Banach space X, F a finite- 
dimensional subspace of Y*, and E >O. There exists W a weak-open 
neighborhood of zero (in X) so that 
dist(w, Y) <E => dist(w, F’) < 3.5 for all w E W. (59) 
(If Sc Y*, weset S’=(yEY:s(y)=Ofor allsES}.) 
To obtain 3.16, we first prove 
LEMMA 3.17. Let Y, X, and F be as in 3.16 and z> 1. There exists a 
finite-dimensional subspace G of X* so that for all h E X* with h 1 YE F, 
there exist gE G and yl E Yl with l(gl/ d z llh\l and 
h=g+y’; so also IIy’I( d (1 + z) Ilhll. (60) 
Proof of 3.17. By a standard compactness argument, first choose n and 
wl, . . . . w, in zB,F with 
B,Fcc~{w~, . . . . w,}. (61) 
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Next for all i, let Bi be a Hahn-Banach extension of wi to X. That is, 
iZi~ X*, Il$J[ = IIwJ <r and di I Y= Wt. NOW simply let G = [@i]l= I. TO 
see that this works, let h E X* with h ( YE F, and assume without loss of 
generality that [(h/l = 1. Choose by (61) 1,) . . . . I, with XI= 1 li = 1, Aj > 0 for 
all i and 
h 1 Y= i AiWi* (62) 
i=l 
It follows from (62) that setting g= XI= 1 AiGir then g ( Y=h ( Y and of 
course l(g(J <C;=, lli Ili?J d r. Thus defining yl= h -g, we have that (60) 
holds (the inequality is valid since JIy’IJ < [IhI/ + l(g(( d 1 + t). 
Proof of Lemma 3.16. Let X, Y, F, and E be as in the statement of 3.16. 
Choose r > 1 and q > 0 so that 
(l+r)E+rrj<3&. (63 1 
Now choose a finite-dimensional subspace G of X* satisfying the con- 
clusion of Lemma 3.17, and define W by 
W= {x&Y: II,-? I GII <II}. (64) 
It is easily verified that W is a weak-open neighborhood of zero (the 
proof being the same as that for Lemma 3.1 l(b)). Let then w E W with 
dist(w, Y) < E, and let d = dist(w, F’). By the Hahn-Banach theorem, we 
may choose an h E X* with 
llhll = 1, h I FL, and h(w)=d. (65) 
It follows that h I YE F” n Y = F; hence by Lemma 3.17, we may choose a 
gE G and a yl E Y’ satisfying (60), with [IgIl Go. It follows from the latter 
inequality that since w E W, 
Idw)l = IWg)l <v using (64). (66) 
Hence 
d=h(w)=g(w)+y’(w) 
G Ig(w)l + Iv’(w)l 
by (65) and (60) 
< zq + lly’ll dist(w, Y) by (66) 
< z?j + (1+ 7) E by (60) 
(67) 
and the assumption that dist(w, Y) < E. It follows that d-c 3.2 by (63), hence 
Lemma 3.16 is established. 
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We now present the proof of Theorem 3.15. Thanks to Lemma 3.16, the 
argument is an elaboration of the original one in [4], establishing that the 
boundedly complete SBP implies the PCP (as given in the proof of 
Theorem 3.10(a)). Assume that Y and X are as in the statement of 3.15, yet 
X fails the PCP. By the equivalences of Corollary 2.5, we may choose a 
6 > 0 and a non-empty subset A of B,(X) so that 
diam(UnA)>6 for every weakly open set U with U n A # 0. (68 1 
By Theorem 1.3, we may choose (Gj) a boundedly complete SBD for Y. 
Now choose (ZZ,) a (unique) sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of 
Y* biorthogonal to (G,) (as formulated in Lemma 3.12). That is, for all j, 
R,, ) H,: H, -+ GT is an onto-isomorphism and H, I Gi for all i # j. Recall 
our notation: H(Z) = [Hi] ia ,, G(Z)= [G,li,, if Zc (1, 2, . ..}. Let E,= l/2’ 
for all j. We now construct sequences (VI,), (nj) of positive integers and a 
sequence (xi) in A so that for all j > 1, 
mi<ni+ 1 cm,,,, (69) 
6 
IIxj+l-xjll >-3 2 (70) 
and 
there is a y, in G[m,, nj] with I/(x,+, -x,) -.v,ll < 36,. (71) 
Once this is done, we have that setting F,= G[m,, nj], then (F,) is a skip- 
ped-blocking of (Gj), vj E Fj for all j, and hj _ a Il~,ll > d/2 by (70) and 
(71) so C yj does not converge. But for all n, 
< I/xn-xl/l + f 3Ej by (71) 
j=l 
<2+3=5. 
This contradicts the assumption that (Fi) is boundedly complete. 
Before passing to the construction, we need a last preliminary obser ._ 
vation. Let rr: X+ X/Y be the quotient map. 
For all bounded subsets L of X, relatively weakly open non- 
empty subsets W of L and E > 0, there exists a weak open set U 
with U n L non-empty, U n L t W, and diam n( U n L) < E. (72 1 
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Indeed, to see this, given L, E, and W, since X/Y has the PCP, we 
may choose 0 weakly open in X/Y with 8n n(W) # Qr and 
diam( 8 n K( W)) < E. Now choose V weakly open in X with Vn L = W and 
set U= Vn7r-‘(0). 
We now construct our sequences (mj), (nj), and (xi). Choose lJ1 a weak- 
open set in X with U, n A # @ and diam z( U, A A) < E, (by (72)); then 
choose x, E U, n A. Now choose Uz a weak-open set with 0 # Uz n A c 
U, n A and diam z(U, n A) < .s2 (again using (72)). By (68), choose 
x2e U,nA with (Ix2 -x1 11 > 6/2. Since diam rr( U, n A) < cl, 
)jrrx2 - nx,lJ = I17r(x2 -x,)1/ <E,, so we may choose y, in the linear span of 
the Gis with 11(x2-x,)-y, )I < .sl. Set m, = 1, choose PZ~ with y, E 
G[m,, nl]. (So far we have not needed Lemma 3.16; we need it in the next 
step, which we present in general.) 
Now suppose j > 1 and we chose mid,, nip,, xi E A, and Uj a weak-open 
neighborhood of xj with diam R( Uj n A) < cj. 
Define mj= nj- 1 + 2, and set Fj = H[l, mj- 11. By Lemma 3.16, choose 
Wj a weak-open neighborhood of 0 in X so that 
dist(w, Y) < sJ * dist(w, p,+) < 3sj for all w E Wj. (73) 
NOW by (72), we may choose Uj+ , a weak-open set in X with 
Uj+,nAcUjnAn(xj+ Wj) (74) 
and U,,, nA#@, diamn(Uj+,nA)<sj+,. Now, choose xi+1 in 
Vi+ 1 n A satisfying (70), using (68). By (74), xi+, E Uj; since also xi E Uj, 
we have by our inductive assumption that 
l17cxj+1 -nxjll = IIR(Xj+I-Xj)ll <&j. (75) 
Thus, dist(x,+, - xi, Y) -c ej. Since also (xi+ , - xi) E Wj by (74), we have 
that 
dist((xj+ 1 -xi), Ff) < 3sj by (73) and (75). (76) 
Of course Ft = G[mj, co] by the biorthogonality of (Hi) and (Gi). Thus by 
(76), we may choose yj in the linear span of { Gi: i> mj} satisfying the 
inequality of (71). Finally choose njamj so that yj~ G[mj, nj]. This com- 
pletes the inductive construction, the proof of Theorem 3.15 and hence the 
proof of Theorem 1.4. 
Remarks. Let X be a separable Banach space and E a subspace of X*. 
Let us say that X is E-Polish if RE I X is an isomorphism with RE(X) weak*- 
Polish. For E separable, by the results in Section 2, this is the same as say- 
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ing that E (isomorphically) norms X and X has the “E-PCP”; equivalently; 
every non-empty bounded subset of X has non-empty E-neighborhoods of 
arbitrarily small diameter. Our proof of Theorem 3.15 yields the following 
THEOREM. Let Y, X, E, and Ex, y be separable Banach spaces with 
E,c Y*, YcX, E,, c Y’, so that Y is ErPolish and X/Y is ExjrPolish. 
Let B c X* be a separable Banach space so that R ,B = E,. Then X is 
E-Polish, where E = [Bu ExIY]. 
Note that the above in turn implies the separable version of Theorem 
3.15, in view of Theorem 2.4. Here is a sketch of the proof of the above 
result. Our proof of Theorem 3.10(b) can be easily modified to obtain that 
there exists a boundedly complete SBD (G,) for Y with [H,] = E,, where 
(Z-Z,) c Y* is the sequence biorthogonal to (G,). Since E 2 E,,, it follows 
that for every non-empty LC X, there exists a relative non-empty 
E-neighborhood U with rcU of arbitrarily small diameter. Since also 
R,E = E,, it follows that R ,,MB,(E) 3 B, E y for some constant M < ;;c. 
Lemma 3.16 may then be reformulated as the assertion that if F and E are 
as in its hypotheses, there exists Wan open E-neighborhood of zero so that 
dist(w, Y) < E implies dist(w, FL) < 6M.s for all w E W. If now X fails to be 
E-Polish, we choose A a non-empty subset of B,(X) and 6 > 0 so that every 
non-empty relative E-neighborhood of A has diameter larger than 6, and 
then proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.15 to obtain a skipped-blocking 
(F,) of (G,) which is not boundedly-complete. (The point of the above 
result is the spirit of this work; to exhibit the separable space E so that X is 
isomorphic to a weak*-Polish subspace of E*, given the corresponding 
information for Y and X/Y, i.e., the spaces E ,, and E,,,.) 
We conclude this section with some comments concerning a remarkable 
example in Banach space theory; the “predual” X of the James tree JT. (We 
also denote X by JT,.) This space satisfies 
X is Polish and X**/X is isomorphic to a non-separable Hilbert space. 
(77) 
(The property of X**/X is established in [lo], see also [12]; the fact that 
X is Polish is due to Edgar-Wheeler [5]. We sketch a variation of their 
proof below.) 
PROPOSITION 3.17. Let X be a Banach space satisfying (77). Then X** 
has the PCP and in fact every separable subspace of X** is Polish. 
The conclusion of 3.17 was established for X= JT, in [S]. It follows by 
a result of Stegall [ 151 that since X* is separable yet X** is non-separable, 
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X** fails the RNP. It was previously an open question if the PCP implies 
the RNP for dual spaces. (However, it is known that for any Banach space 
B, B* has the RNP if and only if B* has the weak*-PCP. Also, the dis- 
covery that there is some Banach space with the PCP, failing the RNP, is 
due to Bourgain-Rosenthal [4].) It moreover follows that since X** fails 
the RNP, there exists a separable subspace Y of X** failing the RNP; 
hence there is a Polish Banach space failing the RNP. (In fact, it is well 
known that X itself fails the RNP if X= JT,.) Proposition 3.17 also yields 
that C&h-completeness of a Banach space is not a separably determined 
property. Indeed, let X satisfy (77). Proposition 3.17 yields that every 
separable subspace is C&h-complete. Were X** C&h-complete, there 
would exist a Polish subspace Y of X** and a reflexive subspace Z of X** 
with X** = Y @ Z, as proved in [ 51. Since X** is non-separable, so is Z. 
Since Z is reflexive, it is weak*-closed; hence Z* would be isomorphic to a 
quotient space of X*, an impossibility since X* is separable and Z* is not. 
Proposition 3.17 follows very quickly from our previous results. We have 
that if X satisfies (77), then X has the PCP since X is Polish and X**/X has 
the PCP since it is reflexive. Thus X ** has the PCP by Theorem 1.4. Let 
then Y be a separable subspace of X** and set Y’ = [Xu Y]. Since Y is a 
subspace of Y’, to prove that Y is Polish it suffices to prove that Y’ is 
Polish. Since X** has the PCP, so does Y. Now X* is separable and 
(Y/X)* is also separable, since in fact Y/X is a subspace of X**/X and 
hence is isomorphic to a separable Hilbert space. Thus (Y’)* is separable, 
so Y’ is Polish by Theorem 1.2. 
The space JT may be defined as follows: Let 9 denote the set of all finite 
sequences of O’s and l’s (including the empty sequence). For CI and fi in 9, 
define a < p if there exist k < 1 so that tl= (a,, . . . . a,), /? = (PI, . . . . /?,), and 
cli = pi for all i, 1 < i < k. Define a non-empty subset S of 9 to be a segment 
if S is well ordered by “<” and for all a, /?, and y in 9 with a < y < p and a, 
/3 in S, y is in S. JT may then be defined as the set of all families of scalars 
(x,),,~ so that 
where the supremum is taken over all k and k-tuples S,, . . . . S, of finite 
disjoint segments. It follows easily that if S is any segment and XE JT, then 
S(x)= c x, exists (78) 
aeS 
(where CorEsx, is delined to be lim,,, C;= i x,, if S is infinite and 
S= {al, a2, . . . 1 with ai < aj for all i < j). It follows easily that JT may then 
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alternatively be defined as the set of all families of scalars (x~),,~ so that 
(78) holds for all infinite segments S and 
iz, l&(x)1* < cc (79) 
for any infinite sequence of disjoint segments S1, S,, . . . . 
For all a, let e, be the member of JT such that (e,), = a,,. It is easily 
seen that (e,),,, is a boundedly complete monotone basic sequence under 
the natural lexicographic order on 9. The space X= JT, may thus be iden- 
tified with [e,*],,3, where (e,*),,, is the sequence in JT* biorthogonal to 
(ea)creU. We define Bc 9 to be a branch if B is a maximal segment. (It is 
easily seen that B is a branch if and only if there is an infinite sequence (a,) 
of O’s and l’s so that B = { (aI, . . . . elk): k = 0, 1, 2, . . . I.) It is a non-trivial fact 
that 
JT*=[{&Bisa branch1u{ej:clE9)]. (80) 
Once one has (80) however, it is not difficult to prove that X**/X = 
JT*/JT, is isometric to a non-separable Hilbert space. In fact, using the 
above formulation, the author has proved the following equality: 
for all fe JT*. (81) 
(Here we let 71: JT* -+ JT*/JT, be the quotient map; if a = (al, . . . . a,,) E 2, 
we set (a( = n. The statement of (81) includes the assertion that the limit 
exists.) 
Now for any j and m, let 
feB,(JT*): 1 I/(eg)122k]. 
1x1 =, 
Evidently Fj,,, is weak*-compact. Now of course X= { j”~ JT*: nf = 0). 
Hence by (81), we obtain that 
B,X**- B,X= c 5 n Fj,,. (82) 
m=l N=l j>N 
Of course it follows immediately from (82) that B,X** - B,X is a 
weak*-F,, so B,X is a weak*-Cd subset of B,X** and hence X is Polish 
(since of course X* = JT is separable). 
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4. FURTHER SKIPPED-BLOCKING CHARACTERIZATIONS 
This section is devoted to establishing the following two results: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a given Banach space. The following assertions 
are equivalent. 
(a) X* is separable; 
(b) X has the shrinking SBP; 
(c) X has the dual-separable SBP. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the Banach space X have the PC-SBP. Then X has the 
PCP. 
We first make some comments, then pass to the proofs. Note that 
(1) o (4) of Theorem 1.2 now follows. Indeed, we obtained in Corollary 
3.13 that if X is Polish, then X has the reflexive SBP. Now suppose that X 
has the reflexive SBP. Then of course X has the boundedly complete SBP, 
so X has the PCP by Theorem 1.3. Moreover X has the shrinking SBP, so 
X* is separable by 4.1, and hence X is Polish by (3) 2 (1) of Theorem 1.2. 
(See the first remark following the proof of 4.1 for comments concerning 
the implication (b) * (a).) 
Theorem 4.2 completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. Of course it follows 
from 1.3 and our previous work that other equivalences may be added. For 
example, we obtain easily that the following are equivalent for a separable 
Banach space X: 
(a) X has the boundedly complete SBP; 
(b) X has the isomorphically-dual SBP; 
(c) X has the isometrically-dual SBP; 
(d) X has the RNP-SBP; 
(e) X has the PC-SBP; 
(f) X has the PCP. 
Indeed, (a) =z. (b) =E- (d) =E. (e) are all essentially trivial (e.g., (b) 3 (d) 
follows since separable dual spaces have the RNP). (e)=>(f) is the 
statement of 4.1 and (f) + (a) is part of Theorem 1.3. (c)j (b) is trivial and 
(f) * (c) is proved using Corollary 2.5 and Theorem 3.10(b). ((c) is defined 
to mean there is a decomposition (Gj) for X so that [F’J is isometric to a 
dual space for every skipped-blocking (5.) of (G,).) 
The main part of the proof of 4.1 consists of the demonstration of 
(c)*(a). Both this and 4.2 are proved by showing the contrapositive 
(although we state our proofs by contradiction). Thus, suppose (Gi) is a 
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decomposition for X. If we assume that X* is non-separable, we explicitly 
construct a skipped-blocking (Fj) of (Gj) with IF,]* non-separable. If we 
assume that X fails the PCP, we construct a skipped-blocking (Fj) of (G,) 
so that [F,] fails the PCP. The arguments for these constructions are 
rather different from those in the preceding sections. 
We pass now to the proofs of 4.1 and 4.2. For the next two lemmas, we 
assume that X is a separable (infinite-dimensional) Banach space. We say 
that for 6 > 0 and D a subset of a Banach space, D is d-separated if 
IId, - dzll > 6 for all d,, d2 in D with d, # d,. The next result is standard; its 
proof is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 4.3. X* is non-separable zf and only if there is a 6 > 0 and an 
infinite d-separated subset D of B,X* with D weak*-dense in itself. 
The next result is not so standard, so we give a proof. (Recall that if 
Yc X, R,: X* -+ Y* denotes the canonical restriction operator mapping 
X* onto Y*.) 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 6 > 0, D an infinite a-separated subset of B,(X* ), F a 
finite subset of X*, and Y a finite-codimensionai subspace of X be given. 
There exists a de D so that 
I(R,d- R,fl( >6/5 for all ,f E F. (83) 
Proof of 4.4. Let R = R ,,. We first use the following preliminary. 
Let (x,*) be a sequence in X* with x,* -+O weak*. Then 
&I llx,*lj<2 lim l\Rx,*ll. (84) 
n-7 n * m 
To see this, let r > 1 and G be a finite-dimensional subspace of X 
(depending on r) so that 
n,dB,G) = B&W’). (85) 
(This is possible since X/Y is finite-dimensional.) 
It follows of course from (85) that given any x E X of norm one, there is 
ayEYandageGwith 
x=g+y and llsll d z. (86) 
Hence for any x* E X*, 
Ix*(xI d 7 lb* I Gil + (1 + T.) lb* I VI. 
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Thus we have 
lb*ll <t lb* I ‘71 + (I+ 5) lb* I VI. (87) 
Now if (x,*) is as in (84), we have that [lx,* ) G/J + 0 since G is fmite-dimen- 
sional. Thus 
lim Ilx,*II < (1 +z) I !ig 11x,* I Yll. (88) 
n-m n-m 
Of course (84) follows, since r > 1 was arbitrary. Now suppose the con- 
clusion of 4.4 is false and let t = 615. For each f~ F, define pr by 
It follows that 
D,= {do D: (JRd- Rfll< 5). 
D=u Df (89) 
.fEF 
Since D is infinite and F is finite, we may choose an f E F with D, infinite. 
Then we may choose a sequence (di) in D, with (di) converging weak* and 
di # dj for all i # j. It follows that (dlj - dzi- ,) converges weak* to zero and 
for all i, 
lId,i-dzi-1Il >b (since D is b-separated) (90) 
and 
Il&-Rd~i-~Il,<2~ (since di E D,- for all i). (91) 
It then follows from (84), (90), and (91) that 
6< b Ild~i-d~i-,II G2 lim IIR(d~i-d~i-,))I ,<4~=46/5, 
i-Pa, i-m 
a contradiction, proving Lemma 4.4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We first show that (c) * (a). Suppose X* is non- 
separable, yet X has a dual-separable SBD (Gj). By Lemma 4.3, we may 
choose a 6 > 0 and D a subset of B&Y*) with 
D d-separated and weak *-dense-in-itself. (92) 
We shall now construct a skipped-blocking (Fj) of (Gi) and an infinite sub- 
set D’ of D so that setting R = RCqI, then 
R 1 D’ is one-one, R(D’) is b/5-separated and D’ is weak*- 
dense-in-itself. (93) 
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It follows, since R is weak*-continuous, that also R(D’) is weak*-dense- 
in-itself and infinite; hence [Fj]* is non-separable by Lemma 4.3, a contra- 
diction. 
To prove (c) * (a), let then (Gj) be a decomposition for X so that for 
every skipped-blocking (Fj) of (Gj), [Fj]* is separable, yet assume X* is 
non-separable. For convenience in notation, we next observe that we can 
choose U,,I> U, =I Uz~ .‘. weak*-open neighborhoods of 0 so that for all 
bounded subsets L of X*, relatively weak*-open subsets W of L and dE W, 
there is a k with (d+ U,) n L c W. (94) 
(Simply let xi, x2, . . . be a countable dense subset of B,(X) and let 
U, - 1 = U,; x,, .,_, x.; ,,* for all n = 1, 2, . . . .) 
We now construct sequences (mj) and (nj) of positive integers and a 
sequence (dj) in D so that for all j, 
mj<ni+ 1 cm,,,; (95) 
ifj=2k+i, 1<i<2k and ka0, then djE d, + U,; (96) 
I( Rid, - Rid,11 > 615 for all 1 < i < j, where Rj = RGLm,;nl. (97) 
Once this is done, set D’= {d,, dz, . ..} and let F,= G[mj; nj] for all j. To 
see that (93) holds, first note that if i < j, then (IRd,- RdiI\ > 
IIRjdj- Ridill > 6/5 by (97), hence R 1 D’ is 1 - 1 and R(D’) is 6/5 separated. 
Suppose d E D’ and W is a relatively weak*-open subset of L with dE W. 
Choose i with d= di; then by (94) we may choose k with i < 2k and 
(di + uk) n D’ c W. So setting j= 2k + i, we have that djE W and d, # dj 
since Rdj # Rd,. Hence D’ is weak*-dense-in-itself, proving (93). 
It remains to construct (mj), (nj), and (dj) in D satisfying (95)-(97) for 
all j. Let d,ED and set mi=n,=l. Suppose j>l and mjpl, njel, 
d 0, . . . . d,- , have been constructed. Then let mj = nj- i + 2 and define 
Y= Y, by 
Y = G[mj, 00). (98) 
Now let k be the unique number with 
ka0 and j=2k+i for some i, Ofi<2k. (99) 
Define fij = (di + uk) n D. Dj is infinite and &separated by (92). Thus since 
Y is finite-codimensional, by Lemma 4.4 we may choose djE bj with 
IIRydj-Rrdill >6/5 for all i, 1 d i < j. (100) 
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Now evidently for all x* E X*, 
It follows from (100) and (101) that we may choose nj>mj so that (97) 
holds, completing the proof of (c) => (a) of Theorem 4.1. 
Now (b) + (c) is trivial, so we need only prove that (a) * (b). In fact, 
our argument for Theorem 3.10(b) already yields the desired construction. 
Choose sequences (xi) in X and (yj) in Y* so that (34) holds (with 
“Y”‘=Y*). Now set sj=1/2jforallj, n,=l, andchoose l<n,<n,< ... 
so that (41) holds for all j. Now defining (Gj) exactly as in (42) and the line 
preceding, we have by the argument for 3.10(b) that if (F,) is a skipped- 
blocking of (Gi), then (Fj) is an almost-monotone FDD. Now if x* is in the 
linear span of (y,), then 
lim [Ix* 1 G[n, oo)/ =0 (102) n-m 
since for n large enough, x* ) G[n, co) =O. But of course (102) thus holds 
for all x* EX* = [vi]. Since trivially F[n, co) c G[n, co), it follows that 
also lim, _ co (Ix* I F[n, co)ll for all x* E X*. Thus (F,) is shrinking by the 
Hahn-Banach theorem, showing that (Gi) is indeed a shrinking SBD for X 
and thus completing the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Remarks. (1) I am indebted to W. Johnson for the following obser- 
vation, which yields a simple direct proof of the implication (b) =P (a). Sup- 
pose (Gj) is a shrinking-SBD for X. Then ( Gj) is a shrinking decomposition 
and hence X* is separable. Indeed, let (Hj) be the finite-dimensional sub- 
spaces of X* biorthogonal to (G,) and suppose x* in A’* satisfies (102). 
Now for any n, 
dist(x*, Gl[n, 00)) = l/x* ) G[n, co)\/ 
by the Hahn-Banach theorem. Since G’[n, co] = H, + .‘. + H,- , , we 
thus obtain x* E [Hi]. Thus were X* # [H,]. we could choose an x* E X* 
for which (102) fails; that is, for some 6 > 0, 1(x* ) G[n, co)/1 > 6 for all n. 
Since for any n, [Ix* I G[n, co)11 = lim,,, 1(x* I G[n, ml/l, we easily 
obtain n,<n,<n,.~. so that ni+l<ni+, and /Ix* I G(nj,nj+,)(1>6 for 
all j. Thus setting F, = G(nj, nj+ ,), then (Fj) is a skipped-blocking which is 
not shrinking since 1(x* ( F[j, co)11 > 1(x* ( Fjll >6 for allj. 
(2) I am indebted to E. Ode11 for the following observation. The 
proof of (c)a (a) may be relined to yield the Theorem: Let X* be non- 
separable and ( Gj) an FDD-SBD for X. There exists a skipped-blocking ( Fj) 
of (G,) and a sequence (g,) with gj E Fj for all j so that [ gj] * is non- 
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separable. Since (gj) is thus a basic sequence, it follows that for any 
separable X with X* non-separable, there is a subspace X0 of X so that X,* is 
non-separable and X,, has a basis. (After writing an earlier version of this 
paper, I learned that the last-mentioned result has also been obtained by 
J. Hagler [9].) To see this, we first note that by a compactness argument, 
the conclusion of Lemma 4.4 is valid if we replace “F a finite subset” by “F 
a finite-dimensional subspace” in its statement. Next, let d, E D, and m, = 1. 
Suppose j> 1, and mj, do ,..., diPI have been constructed. Again define 
Y = Yj, k, and fij as in the above proof. Now let P= Fj = [d,, . . . . dj- 1]. 
Thus by the strengthened form of Lemma 4.4, choose dig fij so that 
\lRydj - R y f (1 > 6/5 for all f E F. That is, dist(R rdj, R ,,F) > 6/5. Now by 
the Hahn-Banach theorem, 
Ilxlldl}. In turn, since YnF’ 
dist(R,dj; R,F) = sup{ Idi(x x E Y n F’, 
is a finite-codimensional subspace of Y, 
p’ n 2 is dense in Y n F’, where Z denotes the linear span of uir m, G,. 
Hence we may choose gj E F’ n Z with (d,(g,)l > 6/5 and llgjll < 1. It then 
follows that for all 0 < i < j, 
Il(dj-di) I Cgl, ...T gill1 2 I(dj-di)(gj)l = Idj(gj)l >6/5. 
Finally, choose nib mj with gj E G[mj, nj] and set mj+ 1 = nj + 2, com- 
pleting the construction. Thus if R = RCgr7, again R(D’) is 6’-separated 
where D’ = (d, , d2, . ..}. so [ gj]* is non-separable. 
We now treat Theorem 4.2. The proof uses two rather powerful lemmas. 
Throughout, we let X be a Banach space (of infinite dimension). We drop 
the assumption that X is separable. 
DEFINITION. Let n be a positive integer, E > 0, x E X, and U a subset of 
X. U is called an n - E neighborhood of x if there exist fi , . . . . f, in B,X* so 
that 
u= U&f,, . . . . . fn;E = {yEX If,(y)-fi(x)l <e for all i, 1 <i<n). 
LEMMA 4.5. Let n, E, A c X, and x E X be given and assume x E: ;iW. 
There exists a finite subset J of A so that J intersects every n-E 
neighborhood of x. 
Note it easily follows that then there is a countable subset A0 of A with 
x E 2;. Indeed, for each n, choose J,, c A finite so that J, intersects every 
n - (1/2n) neighborhood of x and then set A, = U,“= I J,. (Thus 4.5 yields 
the result of Kaplansky mentioned in the proof of Corollary 2.5.) 
Remark. This result is due to J. Bourgain (Lemme 5.5 of [3]). This 
reference was not given in a previous version of this paper because I was 
then unaware that the result had already been discovered. 
580;76.2-6 
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Proof of 4.5. Let Sz = B,(X*) in its weak*-topology and let K= $2”. For 
each f=(f ,,..., f,)eK, c h oose a = a, in A so that 1 fi(a) - f.(x)1 < s/3 for 
all 1 d i < n. Then define U, by 
ur= {gE:K: Igi(a)-fi(a)l <f and [g,(x)-A(x)1 <i for all i, 1 ,<i<n}. 
(103) 
Ur is clearly an open neighborhood of f. Since K is compact, we may 
choose a finite subset F of K so that 
K=U {U,:fEF). (104) 
We now claim that setting J= {ur: f E F}, then J satisfies the conclusion of 
4.5. Let g E K We must show that 
K;,;,nJZ125. (105) 
By (104), we may choose f E F with g E U,. Then let a = a,. By (103) and 
the definition of a, we have for all 1~ i < n that 
Igi(“)-gi(x)l d Igi(“)-L(a)l + Ifi(“)-fi(x)l + Ifi(x)-gi(x)l <3 ‘izc* 
Hence a E U,; 8; E, proving (105). 
LEMMA 4.6. Let X fail the PCP. There exists a bounded nonempty open 
subset U of X and u 6 > 0 so that for all finite-dimensional subspaces H of 
X* and all d E U, there exists a u E U satisfying 
IV- 41 > 6 and (d-u) I H. (106) 
Proof: By Theorem 2.4 we may choose a 6>0 and a bounded open 
nonempty subset A of X so that 
every nonempty relatively weak-open subset of A has diameter 
larger than S. (107) 
Now let A> 0 (any number will do) and define U = U, by 
U= {xEX:dist(x,A)<;l}. (108) 
Evidently U is a bounded nonempty open set; we shall show that it has 
the desired property for 6 = 613. Now evidently 
U = A + X&(X) (109) 
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Thus fixing d E U, we may choose a E A and b E B,(X) with 
d=a+db. (110) 
Now define y by 
y =min{il(l - IlbJI), a/6}. (111) 
Since ((b(( < 1, y > 0. Now let H be as in 4.6. As we have observed 
previously, W is a weak-open neighborhood of 0, where 
w= {XEX: //2 ( H/l <y). (112) 
Thus by (107), we may choose an a’ E A n (a + W) with I(a’ - all > h/2. 
Since for any x E X, Jl f I HII = dist(X, HI), and a’ - a E W, by ( 112) we 
may choose a y E H’ so that 
II (a’ - a) - 14 < Y. (113) 
Finally, define u by 
u=y+a+h (114) 
We claim that u satisfies (106). By (110) and (114), we have that u - d = y 
so 
lb-4 > (la’--all -Y by (113) 
> 612 - ii/6 = 613 = 6 by (111). 
Since u - de HI, (106) holds. Finally, we need to check that u E U. If we let 
z = y - (a’ -a), then lIzI\ < y by (113) and 
u=a+y+lb=a+z+a’-a+;Ib=a’+z+-ib. 
But 
llz + WI < II4 + 1 Ilbll < y + 1 [@(I d I by (111). 
Thus since a’ E A and z + Lb E Ad,(X), u G U and the proof of Lemma 4.6 is 
complete. 
Remark. Of course it follows that D has no PC, since every nonempty 
relatively weakly open subset of U has diameter larger than 6. That is, 4.6 
shows that if X fails the PCP, there exists a set A equal to the closure of a 
bounded nonempty open subset, with no PC. The fact that the “bubble” U, 
of A has this property is essentially observed in [2]. 
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We pass now to the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let X be separable and (Gj) 
an FDD-SBD of X. That is, (Gj) is a decomposition for X so that every 
skipped-blocking (Fj) of (Gj) is an FDD. Assume that X fails the PCP. We 
shall construct a skipped-blocking (Fj) of (Gj) so that [F,] fails the PCP. 
Thus (Gj) could not be a PC-SBD and so 4.2 is proved. 
Let now U and 6 > 0 satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 4.6. We shall con- 
struct a skipped-blocking (Fj) of (Gj) and a sequence (Oj) of finite subsets 
of U so that for all j, 
DjCDj+l, (115) 
DjcFl+ ‘.. +Fj, (116) 
for every d E Dj and j- (l/j) neighborhood V of d, there is a 
~‘ED~+~ with d’E Vand [Id’-d(l>& (117) 
We then set D = UF= i Dj. If W is a nonempty relative weak-open 
neighborhood of D, by (115) we may choose a j, a dE Dj and a j- (l/j) 
neighborhood V of d with Vn D c W. Then choosing d’ as in (117), we 
have that d E W and (Id’ - d[J > 6, hence diam W> 6. Since D c [Fj], [&I 
fails the PCP. As usual, we shall construct sequences (mj) and (n,) satisfy- 
ing (95) for all j; then we set Fj= G[mj, nj] for all j. 
Since the linear span of the G;s is dense in X and U is open, we may 
choose a de U with din the linear span of the G,‘s. We then set m, = 1 and 
choose n, am, with dE G[m,, n,]. We set D, = (d} and F, = G[m,, nl]. 
Suppose ja 1, mi, ni have been chosen for i< j, and also Dj is chosen 
satisfying (116). Set mj+ 1 = nj + 2 and let L = Lj denote the linear span of 
(Gj: i>mj+,}. Now let deDj, and define Ad by 
A,= {UE U: l/u-d11 >6 and (u-d) is in L). (118) 
We next claim that 
d+$ (119) 
To prove this, let n, E and g,, . . . . g, in B,(X*) be given. We must show that 
A, intersects U,;.,, .,,,*“; E. Define H by 
H=C(GCmj+,, ~))‘~~g~~-~~g~)l. (1201 
Then H is a finite-dimensional subspace of X*. 
Now define E by 
E= {uEU: ()u-dl( >6 and uEd+H’-}. (121) 
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It follows by (106) and its definition that E is a nonempty relatively open 
subset of d+H’; since HI =G[mj+,, cc)n (g,, . . ..g.}l, it follows that 
L n (8, , .-, gn}’ is dense in H’ and hence L n (E - d) is dense in E - d. 
Thus we may choose 1eL and UCE with l=u-d; that is, UEA~ by its 
z”f’n$on (118). Since u-do HI, g,(u)-g,(d) =0 for all i, i<n, so 
d, g,, __,, g,; E, and (119) is proved. Thus by Lemma 4.5, we may choose a 
finite subset Jd of Ad so that Jd intersects every j - ( l/j) neighborhood of d. 
Now we define D,+ 1 by 
Dj+l=Djv u J,. (122) 
de D, 
Then evidently D,+ 1 is finite and (115) and (117) hold. Finally, since 
J,-dcL for all dEDj by (118), we may choose an nj+18mj+, with 
Jd-dcG[mj+,,nj+,] for all de 0,. It then follows that 
'j+l cF,+ ‘.. +F,+l, completing the induction step and hence the proof 
of Theorem 4.2. 
Remark. Any separable Banach space has an almost monotone FDD- 
SBD, so Theorem 4.2 extends the result of Bourgain [3]: if a Banach space 
fails the PCP, it has a subspuce with an FDD failing the PCP. Because of 
the basic intrinsic interest of this result, we wish to indicate a proof which 
is simpler and more direct than that of Theorem 4.2. Assume that X fails 
the PCP (we do not need to assume X is separable). Choose U and 6 > 0 
satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 4.6. We then construct a sequence 0, of 
finite subsets of U and an almost monotone FDD (Fj) satisfying 
(115t( 117) as follows: Let de U, set F, = [d] and D, = {d}. Also choose 
h E X* with ((hl( = 1 and h(d) = Ild(l; set H, = {h}. Now suppose F,, . . . . F, 
and 0, satisfying (116) constructed; also suppose Hj a finite-dimensional 
subspace of X* has been constructed, such that H, 1 +&,-maps onto 
(f’, + . . . + F,)* (where si = l/2’ for all i). For each d E Dj, set A, = (u E U: 
(Iu - dJ( > 6 and (U - d) I H,}. It follows that d E 2$, hence by Lemma 4.5, 
choose J, a finite subset of A, which intersects every j- (l/j) 
neighborhood of d. Now define D,+ , by (122) and then set 
F’+,=CU dPD, Jd- d]. It follows of course that Fi+ , c Ht; finally choose 
H .,+ 1 a finite-dimensional subspace of X* with Hj+ I I> H, and so that H,+ , 
l +&j+I -maps onto (F, + . . . + Fj+ , )*. This completes the construction; 
clearly (115 t( 117) are satisfied for all j. Moreover for any sequence (J;) 
with fi E Fi for all i, IjCi= i fill < (1 + al) liCf= i fill for all j < k, hence (F,) is 
an almost monotone FDD and [Fi] fails the PCP. 
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